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Chapter 1

Introduction

I. ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY

Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) has been introduced as an analytical

technique by Walsh in 1955 [1]. Improvement of instrumentation has extended the

technique to nearly all metallic elements in the periodic table. The atomic

absorption method is highly selective because only light of just the correct,

specific wavelength can be absorbed by the analyte atoms. The atomic absorption

process is hardly influenced by matrix interferences so that preliminary

separation procedures are seldom required. The analysis is reproducible within

a standard deviation of 0.5%. The sensitivity is high and detection limits are
-•9 -12

in the 10 - 10 g range. The AAS instrument is not very expensive and no

specialist is required to operate the spectrometer. For these reasons AAS is a

widely used technique for the analysis of metals in alloys, food and agri-

cultural products, air and water pollution, industrial products, blood serum,

biological tissues, etc.

The AAS method is based on the absorption of resonance radiation by free

atoms in the ground state [2, 3]. The amount of radiation absorbed is a measure

[1] A. Walsh, Spectrochim. Acta T_, 108 (1955).

[2] B.V. L'vov, Atomic Absorption Spectrochemical Analysis, Hilger, London,

1970.

[3] W.J. Price, Speotroohemioal Analysis by Atomic Absorption, Heyden, London,

1979.
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for the element concentration in the sample. According to Beer's law for the

absorption of radiation, the calibration curve is a straight line.

The basic components of an M S instrument are the primary source of

radiation, the sample cell and an electro-optical measurement system. Hollow

cathode lamps or electrodeless discharge lamps are applied as the primary

sources of resonance radiation. In the sample cell the analyte must be

converted into an atomic vapour. This can be realized in a flame atomizer by

heat from the chemical combustion reaction or in a furnace atomizer by electric

heating. A monochromator selects the wavelength of the resonance radiation and

a photomultiplier tube converts the light intensity into an electrical current.

Finally a logarithmic amplifier produces the absorbance signal.

The atomic absorption of resonance radiation takes place over a narrow

wavelength region. The width of an atomic spectral line emitted by a hollow
_i 2

cathode lamp is about 1 pm (10 m), whereas the. width of the absorption

profile is about 3 pm [4], AAS is a highly selective analytical method because

the wavelength of the resonance radiation is specific for every transition.

Highest sensitivity in AAS is obtained when the primary source of radiation is

a line source that emits radiation at exactly the wavelength of the absorption

profile. For this reason AAS requires a series of specific line sources, i.*.

hollow cathode lamps or electrodeless discharge lamps, for the elements to be

determined.

Flame atomizers are commonly used in present AAS instruments. The flame

temperature is usually 2.500 or 3000 K. A pneumatic nebulizer converts the

sample solution into an aerosol that is continuously introduced into the flame.

The concentration range, covered by flame AAS measurements is 0.1-10 ppm (mg/1)

for most elements, whereas detection limits vary over 0.001-0.I ppm in

solutions. However, the total salt concentration of the solution is limited to

a few percent to prevent clogging of the burner system. Dissolving a solid

sample thus implies a serious dilution. Preconcentration methods are required

at low analyte concentrations. A further limitation of flame AAS is the fact

that rather large amounts (1-10 ml) of solution must be supplied.

These limitations are largely overcome, when the flame is replaced by a

small cylindrical furnace. The furnace permits the analysis of only a few yl of

solution with a hundred-fold better sensitivity.

The use of an electrothermal atomizer for generating atoms in AAS was

first described by L'vov [5, 6]. All commercially available tubular atomizers

are based on Massmann's proposal to use the electrical resistance of the tube

[4] H.C. Wagenaar, Ph.D. Thesis, Delft, 1976.

[5] B.V. L'vov, Spectrochim. Acta \T_, 761 (1961).



as the source of heat [7]. Graphite is widely used as the tube material. The

graphite furnace (typical dimensions: length 20-30 mm, diameter 4-6 mm) is

connected to a low voltage power supply of about 10 V, 300 A. The temperature

of the tube is variable up to 3000 K. During operation the graphite is prevented

from oxidation by an inert gas flow. The operating cycle of the atomizer

consists of a drying step at about 100 C (30 s) to remove the solvent, an

ashing or pyrolysis step (30 s) at a higher temperature to remove much of the

matrix material, an atomization step (5 s) where the temperature is raised to

the level at which the element is converted to an atomic vapour and finally a

cooling step (30 s). The concentration range covered by electrothermal atomizer

AAS is 1-100 ppb (yg/l) for most elements and detection limits are about 0.01-1

ppb.

Certainly AAS also shows some disadvantages. First, the dynamic range is

limited to a maximum of 2 decades by stray light in the instrument, non-

absorbing lines within the monochromator bandpass or electronics non-linearity.

Second, in AAS only one element can be measured at the same time and for every

element an appropriate light source must be used. A third, more serious problem

arises when background absorption or scattering effects add spurious absorbance

to the atomic absorbance. Non-specific absorption is far more frequently

encountered in electrothermal atomization than in flame atomization. Light

scattering is caused by mist or smoke formed from recondensation of the sample

matrix at the cooler ends of the furnace, or by carbon particles ejected from

the walls of the tube. The light scattering effect increases very rapidly to-

wards lower wavelengths according to Rayleigh's law. Broad band molecular

absorption of radiation is caused by molecular species formed or vapourized in

the atomizer during the atomization step, particularly alkali and alkaline-

earth halides [8-10]. Sharp fine structure of the vibrational bands in

electronic spectra of the molecules can be superimposed on the broad band

absorption peaks.

The amount of incident light deflected or absorbed by non-atomic species

must be measured to obtain the correct, net absorbance of the analyte atoms

only. In electrothermal atomization the spatial and temporal distribution of

[ 6] B.V. L'vov, Spectrochim. Acta ^4B, 53 (1969).

[ 7] H. Massmann, Spectrochim. Acta 23B, 215 (1968).

[ 8] H. Massmann and S. Giicer, Spectrochim. Acta 29B, 283 (1974).

[ 9] B.R. Culver and T. Surles, Anal. Chem. 47, 920 (1975).

[10] M.J. Adams, G.F. Kirkbright and P. Rienvatana, At. Absorp. Newsl. ̂ 4 , 105

(1975).



the atoms and the background-generating species may be entirely different.

Perfect background correction can be obtained only when the background

absorbance measurement corresponds exactly in space, time and wavelength with

the atomic absorbance measurement [11]. Since exact coincidence for all three

parameters is obviously impossible, it is customary to give priority to the

equality in space and to make the difference in time and/or wavelength as

small as possible.

II. METHODS OF BACKGROUND CORRECTION IN AAS

In all background correction systems two measurements are made. The total

absorbance of the atoms and the non-atomic species is measured at the wave-

length of the resonance line emitted by the hollow cathode lamp. The spectro-

metric system must alternate rapidly between the total absorbance measurement

and the background absorbance measurement. This is especially important in

electrothermal atomizer AAS where the atomization step lasts only a few seconds.

A beam switching frequency of at least 50 Hz is required [11]. There are

several ways in which the non-atomic absorption at the resonance wavelength can

be estimated.

a. Two line method. The total absorbance is measured at the resonance line

emitted by the hollow cathode lamp and the non-specific absorbance is

measured at a nearby line of the lamp, where the analyte atoms do not

absorb [12, 13]. For most elements the distance of the two lines is about

10 nm.

b. Continuum source method [14], Again the total absorbance is measured at the

resonance line emitted by the hollow cathode lamp. The non-specific

absorbance is measured with a continuum source of radiation and thus

averaged over the spectral bandpass of the optical system, which is of the

order of 1 nm. The width of the atomic absorption line is 100-1000 times

smaller than the monochromator bandpass, so that analyte absorption of the

[11] R.A. Newstead, W.J. Price and P.J. Whiteside, Prog. anal. atom. Spectrosc.

I, 267 (1978).

[12] B.R. Culver, Analytical Methods for Carbon Rod Atomizers, Varian Techtron

Pty Ltd., Springvale, Vic, Australia, 1975.

[13] C.W. Fuller, Electrothermal Atomization for Atomic Absorption Spectvo-

metry, The Chemical Society, London, 1977.

[14] S.R. Koirtyohann and E.C. Pickett, Anal. Chem. 37_, 601 (1965).
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continuum source radiation can be neglected. The continuum lamps commonly

used for background correction over the wavelength range 190-320 nm are the

deuterium arc and deuterium hollow cathode lamp.

c. Zeeman effect based background correction [17, 18, 42], An atomic spectral

line that is generated (or absorbed) in the presence of a magnetic field, is

split into a number of components of slightly different wavelengths due to

the Zeeman effect (or the inverse Zeeman effect). The Zeeman components show

different polarization to the direction of the mag~ ic field. The non- or

slightly shifted components polarized parallel to the magnetic field are

used to measure the total absorbance of the analyte atoms and the back-

ground, whereas the components that are polarized perpendicular to the field

and shifted further from the resonance wavelength are used to measure the

background absorbance. Background correction is performed within about 0.01

nm from the resonance wavelength.

d. Wavelength modulation techniques [19, 20], The combination of a high

intensity continuum source and a very high resolution echelle monochromator

can be used to correct for background interferences by rapidly scanning back

and forth over a spectral interval of about 0.1 nm. Broad band absorption

signals and linearly sloped background are rejected.

In the two line method the background absorbance is assumed to be equal at

the resonance wavelength of the element and the wavelength of the second line.

The accuracy of the background correction strongly depends on the wavelength

dependence of the background absorption within the separation of the lines

(about 10 nm). In the continuum lamp method the background absorbance is

averaged over the band pass of the monochromator (about 1 nm) which is correct

only for continuous background absorbance. The correction becomes inaccurate if

the background is structured [15, 16]. The limited energy of the deuterium lamp

lowers the signal to noise level and any misalignment between the optical beams

of the hollow cathode lamp and the deuterium lamp introduces an error in back-

ground correction increasing with the level of background absorbance. In Zeeman

[15] H. Massmann, Z.A. Gohary and S. Giicer, Spectrochim. Acta 31B, 399 (1976).

[16] J.Y. Marks, R.J. Spellman and B. Wysochi, Anal. Chem. 48, 1474 (1976).

[17] S.D. Brown, Anal. Chem. 4£, 1269A (1977).

[18] R. Stephens, Rev. Anal. Chem. 4^ 1 (1978).

[19] A.T. Zander, T.C. 0'Haver and P.N. Keliher, Anal. Chem. ^ 8 , 1166 (1976).

[20] T.C. 0'Haver and G.L. Green, Am. Lab. ]_, 15 (1975).

[21] M.S. Epstein and T.C. Rains, Anal. Chem. 48, 528 (1976).



atomic absorption spectroscopy (ZAAS) the background correction can be

performed at exactly the wavelength of the analyte resonance line or at a wave-

length, which is only 0.01 nm away from the analyte resonance wavelength. This

will be explained in paragraph IV-3. Atomic absorption and background

absorption are measured with radiation emitted from one primary source.

Non-analyte atomic absorption lines that are present within the spectral

band width of the AAS instrument but do not overlap the analyte resonance line

[19, 21] introduce errors in background correction methods that use continuum

sources (b and d). Direct spectral overlap occurs if non-analyte atoms absorb

the resonance radiation [22]. The extent of this interference depends on the

degree of overlap of the lines, the ratio of their absorption coefficients and

the concentration of the interfering element. The wavelength modulation

technique [23, 24] and ZAAS [25, 26] have been reported to correct for these

interferences.

The background correction system most widely used in AAS is the continuum

source method. A deuterium lamp background correction device is a standard

accessory to all commercially available atomic absorption instruments. The two

line method can only be used when a suitable second line is available. The

wavelength modulation technique requires a very intense continuum source of

radiation and a very high resolution monochromator so that the AAS instrument

becomes rather expensive.

In recent years two AAS instruments utilizing the Zeeman effect have been

introduced commercially. The Hitachi instrument [50] uses a permanent magnetic

field applied to the atomizer and in the instrument of Griin Optik the permanent

magnetic field is applied to the primary source of radiation [40].

[22] M.L. Parsons, B.W. Smith and G.E. Bentley, Handbook of Flame Speotrosaopy,

Plenum Press, New York (1975).

[23] A.T. Zander, T.C. O'Haver, NBS Spec. Publ. (U.S.) 464_, 53 (1977).

[24] M.S. Epstein and T.C. O'Haver, Spectrochim. Acta jiOB, 135 (1975).

[25] H. Koizumi, Anal. Chem. 50, 1101 (1978).

[26] R. Stephens and G.F. Murphy, Talanta 2£, 441 (1978).

[27] D.A. Church and T. Hadeishi, Appl. Phys. Lett. ̂ 4, 185 (1974).

[28] R. Stephens, Anal. Chim. Acta j>8, 291 (1978).

[29] R. Stephens, Can. J. Spectrosc. W_, 10 (1979).

[30] M. Ito, S. Murayama, K. Kayama and M. Yamamoto, Spectrochim. Acta 32B, 347

(1977).

[31] P. Zeeman, Researches in Magneto-optics, McMillan 4 Co., Ltd., London

1913.
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III. THE ZEEMAN EFFECT

In 1896 Zeeman discovered that a spectral line emitted in a flame placed

between the poles of a magnet is split into a number of polarized components

[31]. Spectral lines of a singlet series split into three components {normal

Zeeman effect) whereas lines of other series split into a group of four or more

components {anomalous Zeeman effect). When an atom is placed in a magnetic

field the energy states change due to the interaction of the magnetic field

with the magnetic moment of the electronic system of the atom [32-34]. The

energy states generated around the original energy state E are described by:

E = E° + u B B Mj g (1)

where y_ is the Bohr magneton, B is the magnetic induction, M. is the magnetic

quantum number and g is the Lande factor. Both emission and absorption

transitions between the energy states are governed by the usual selection rule

AMj = 0, + 1 (2)

The AMT = 0 components are called Tr-aomponents and the AM = + 1 components are

called o-components. When the optical axis is perpendicular to the magnetic

axis the ir- and a-components of the multiplet are linearly polarized with

electric vectors respectively parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field

(transversal Zeeman effect). When the optical and magnetic axes are parallel

the ir-components are missing from the spectrum while the O-components show

circular polarization (longitudinal Zeeman effect). Fig. 1 shows two examples

of Zeeman splitting patterns observed in a transversal magnetic field. The

normal Zeeman effect of the S_ - P. transition is shown by the resonance

lines Be 234.9 run, Mg 285.2 nm, Ca 422.7 nm, Sr 460.7 nm, Ba 553.6 nm, Cd 228.8

nm and Zn 213.9 nm. All other transitions used in AAS show the anomalous Zeeman
2 2

effect. The Zeeman splitting of the Sj <2 - P,,2 transition is presented in

Fig. 1.

[32] E.U. Condon and G.H. Shortley, The Theory of Atomic Spectra, Cambridge

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1951.

[33] A.C. Candler, Atomic Spectra and the Vector Model, 2nd edition, Hilger and

Watts Ltd., London, 1964.

[34] G. Herzberg, Atomic Spectra and Atomic Structure, 2nd edition, Dover

Publications, New York, 1944.
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Fig. 1. Magnetic splitting of the energy levels and the corresponding Zeeman patterns of

the 1SQ -
 1P 1 and the S1 „ - P3 .^ transition.

This Zeeman pattern is shown by Ag 328.1 nm, Cu 324.8 nm, Au 242.8 nm, Na 589.0

nm and K 766.5 nm. As evidenced by this example a central ir-component at the

wavelength of the resonance line is not always present. However, every Zeeman

splitting pattern is symmetrical to the zero field line position. The number of

IT- and a-components is different for each transition. The total number of TT-

and a-components varies from 3 for the normal Zeeman effect to about 30 for the

resonance transitions of Fe and Co. The total line profiles are even more

complicated by hyperfine structure of the spectral line [35]. In the transver-

sal field the intensity of the (summed) 7r-components is equal to that of the

summed a-components and both amount to 50% of the zero field intensity. In the

longitudinal field the intensity of the summed a-components is equal to the

zero field intensity.

From Eq. (1) it is clear that the width of the Zeeman splitting pattern

depends on the strength of the magnetic field. For the normal Zeeman triplet

the separation of the ir-component and a a-component is 0.469 cm (about 5 pm)

at field strength 10 kG, i.e. about twice the width of the absorption profile

(section I). For the anomalous Zeeman effect the displacement of the a-

components depends on the Lande g factor of the energy levels invol"°d in the

transition. The Lande factor varies between 0.5 and 2.5 for most energy states.

The resulting separation between the zero field line and the Zeeman 0-

components varies from about 2.5 pm up to 10 pm for most transitions in a 10 kG

magnetic field.

[35] H.G. Kuhn, Atomic Spectra, Longmans, 2nd edition, 1969.
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IV. DIFFERENT ZEEMAN M S SYSTEMS

In practice background correction in ZAAS can be put into operation in several

ways, leading to a variety of Zeeman systems. The distinction between these

systems is the position of the magnet and the type of magnet used. The magnet

can be placed either around the primary source of radiation or around the

atomizer. The magnet can be of three different types, i.e. a permanent magnet,

a dc driven electromagnet or an ac modulated electromagnet. Moreover, the

direction of the magnetic field can be either parallel or perpendicular to the

optical axis. Fig. 2 shows the variety of Zeeman systems.

magnetic field

transversal dc

/ \
transversal ac

hollow
cathode lamp

longitudinal ac

atomizer
monochromator

polarizer readout

Fig. 2. Various ZAAS systems with the magnetic field applied to the lamp or the atomizer,

respectively, (a) Constant magnetic field perpendicular to the optical axis, (b) ac modulated

magnetic field perpendicular to the optical axis. (c> ac modulated magnetic field parallel

to the optical axis.

r-l. Principle of operation of the ZAAS systemsIV

In all ZAAS systems the background correction is performed in a similar way.

Two beams of radiation are measured alternatingly. One refers to the measure-

ment at the unshifted zero field analyte line or the slightly shifted v-

components. Its intensity is given by

1 , - 1 , exp (- k,) exp (- k°) (3)

The other beam refers to the Zeeman a-components



I2 = 1° exp (- k*) exp (- klj) (4)

In either expression 1° is the incident light intensity, ka is the analyte

absorption coefficient which is related to the analyte concentration and k is

the absorption coefficient of the background. A simple subtraction of the

absorbances measured with both beams, i.e. taking the log ratio of these

intensities, yields

In I2/I, = In lj/l° + (k* - kj) + <k* - k2) (5)

This expression forms the basis for all ZAAS systems. When the incident

intensities I. and I« are equal and when the background absorption is equal for

both beams of radiation, the net analyte atomic absorption is given by

A = 10log I2/Ij = 0.43 (k* - k2) -v- n A (6)

A linear analytical response, proportional to the number of analyte atoms (n ),
A.

is obtained.

For a constant magnetic field (Fig. 2a) derived from either a permanent

magnet or an electromagnet, the successive measurements of I. and I~, i.e. the

Zeeman IT- and a-components, are obtained by rotating a linear polarizer that is

positioned in the beam of radiation. On the other hand, when an ac modulated

magnet is used the measurement of I. is performed at zero field strength and Xj

is measured at the maximuni strength of the field utilizing the cr-components. In

that case the field strength must vary periodically to allow the successive I.

and I 2 measurements. In ac magnetic systems the measurements are performed

without using the Zeeman ir-components. For this reason the direction of the

field can be chosen parallel to the optical axis (the ^-components are absent)

or perpendicular to the optical axis in conjunction with a ir-component re-

jecting polarizer. These systems are shown in Fig. 2b and 2c. Finally, in the

ZAAS systems presented in Fig. 2 the position of the magnet can be chosen

either around the lamp or around the atomizer.

IV-2. AAS instruments based on the Zeeman effect

Hadeishi and McLaughlin [36] first reported on the construction of an atomic

absorption spectrometer based on the Zeeman effect, in 1971. These authors

[36] T. Hadeishi and R.D. McLaughlin, Science J_M, 404 (1971).
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f36-40] as well as Koizumi et al. [41-43] used a permanent magnet tc split the

primary source line whereas Stephens et al. [44-48] used a dc electromagnet.

Initially, this type of ZAAS was restricted to electrodeless discharge lamps

[36-43] as radiation sources. Primary sources of radiation that operate

efficiently in a magnetic field have since been developed [42, 44-47].

Commercial hollow cathode lamps, used in conventional M S , have been shown to

operate in a dc magnetic field provided that radiofrequency-excitation is used

for the lamp and a suitably large magnet is available [48]. A longitudinal ac

modulated magnetic field has been succesfully applied co a hollow cathode lamp

[49] but this design was tested up to 1.5 kG only.

Zeeman background correction based on the inverse Zeeman effect has also

been described [50-56]. A permanent magnet [50], a dc operated electromagnet

[51-54] or an ac driven electromagnet [54-56] has been positioned around an

electrothermal atomizer [50-53, 56] or a flame atomizer [54-56].

The design of the various ZAAS instruments is quite different. A permanent

magnet, a dc or ac operated electromagnet applied to the lamp, the flame or

electrothermal atomizer involves more or less cost and modification to existing

AAS instruments. Permanent magnets are inexpensive and do not require a power

supply'. In the commercially availabe instruments of Hitachi [50] and Griin Optik

[40] a permanent magnet is placed around the furnace atomizer and the lamp,

respectively. It is more expensive to use electromagnets because of the

additional power supply. Especially in the case of an ac modulated field this

means further complication of the instrument. Literature data on the power

requirements of the electromagnets used in ZAAS [42, 44-48, 51-56] are remark-

ably scarce. In all types of magnets the magnetic field strength decreases

rapidly with increasing separation between the pole pieces of the magnet. In

reverse, electromagnets require more power when the distance between the poles

becomes larger and, to a lesser extent, when the surface of the poles becomes

larger. For this reason a strong, uniform, magnetic field can only be realized

at reasonable cost when the lamp or atomizer are relatively small. The widely

used flames (2 x 10 cm ) and hollow cathode lamps (diameter 5 cm)

[37] T. Hadeishi, D.A. Church, R.D. McLaughlin, B.D. Zak, M. Nakamura and

B. Chang, Science JJJ7, 348 (1972).

[39] T. Hadeishi and R.D. McLaughlin, Anal. Chem. 48, 1009 (1976).

[40] T. Hadeishi and R.D. McLaughlin, Am. Lab. ]_, 57 (1975).

[41] H. Koizumi and K. Yasuda, Anal. Chem. 47, 1679 (1975).

[42] H. Koizumi and K. Yasuda, Spectrochim. Acta _3TB, 237 (1976).

[43] H. Koizumi and K. Yasuda, Anal. Chem. 48, 1178 (1976).

[44] R. Stephens and D.E. Ryan, Talanta 22, 655 (1975).
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require a magnetic field of appropriately large dimensions. These dimensions,

and hence the power required for an electromagnet, can be chosen much smaller,
2

if the magnet is placed around a small graphite furnace (I x 3 cm ). Fortunate-

ly, the graphite furnace is the atomizer most prone to background absorption

problems.

IV-3. Selection of the optimal ZAAS system

The various EMS systems show different analytical performance. To select the

optimal system it is necessary to carefully compare the ZAAS configurations

mutually and to conventional AAS. The conditions for a ZAAS system include a

high sensitivity. The maximum sensitivity that can be obtained in ZAAS is equal

to the sensitivity in conventional AAS. From Eq. (6) it is clear that this can

only be obtained for a zero field or ir-component absorbance (k.) equal to

normal AAS and cr-component absorbance (k~) equal to zero. The actual

sensitivity in each ZAAS system depends on the difference between k^ and k~.

Moreover, the linearity of the response must be comparable to conventional AAS.

Detection limits in ZAAS have been reported to be better than in

conventional AAS not using background correction [56, 60]. Detection limits in

ZAAS instruments may indeed be better than in AAS using continuum lamp back-

ground correction because of the low light intensity of the deuterium lamp and

the inherent decrease in hollow cathode lamp intensity. However, there is

little reason to expect ZAAS instruments to perform much better or worse than

conventional AAS instruments.

The accuracy of the correction for strong background absorbance must be

perfect up to high levels of background absorption. Eq. (6) shows that the

position of the magnet may influence the accuracy of the background correction.

When the magnet is placed around the lamp ^ is measured at the wavelength of

the Zeeman shifted a-components, i.e. at about 0.01 nm from the resonance wave-

length and k. measurement. The magnetic field around the atomizer allows a k~

[45] R. Stephens and D.E. Ryan, Talanta ,22, 659 (1975).

[46] D.E. Veinot and R. Stephens, Talanta 23_, 849 (1976).

[47] R. Stephens, Talanta 2A, 233 (1977).

[48] G.F. Murphy and R. Stephens, Talanta ̂ 5, 223 (1978).

[49] R. Stephens, Talanta 26, 57 (1979).

[50] H. Koizumi, K. Yasuda and M. Katayama, Anal. Chem. 49, 1106 (1977).

[51] H. Koizumi and K. Yasuda, Spectrochim. Acta 3MJ, 523 (1976).

[52] J.B. Dawson, E. Grassam, D.J. Ellis and M.J. Keir, Analyst JJ3^, 315 (1976).
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measurement at exactly the position of the analyte absorption line. The analyte

absorption profile is removed from the position of the resonance line to allow

measurement of the background absorbance at the correct wavelength. In this

case the background absorption must be independent of the magnetic field

strength. Indeed, background absorption due to light scattering effects is not

influenced by the magnetic field, whereas background absorption that arises

from molecular rotation bands [15] is less subject to Zeeman shifts than atomic

lines [57-59].

From the stand point of instrument design a ZAAS system should involve

only minor additional cost and modification to existing AAS instruments.

V. INTRODUCTION TO THE PRESENT STUDY

A theoretical analysis of the background correction facilities provided by the

variety of ZAAS systems described in the literature [36-56] is presented in

chapter 2. Some of the ZAAS systems described in the literature obviously do

not correct for background absorption [38, 56] and principally yield non-linear

analytical curves, even in the absence of background absorption. Moreover, in

chapter 2 the possibility of simultaneous correction for non-absorbed lines and

background absorption has been investigated.

An analysis of the signals obtained in different ZAAS systems and the

shape of the corresponding analytical curves is presented in chapter 3. The

sensitivity, i.e. the slope of the analytical curve at zero concentration and

the non-linearity of the analytical curve have been calculated from a

theoretical model for different ZAAS systems and for a variety of transitions

that show the normal Zeeman effect or anomalous Zeeman splitting pattern. All

analytical curves have been calculated for the concentration range used in

conventional AAS. In chapter 4 this analysis of the shape of analytical curves

has been extended towards higher concentrations. The influence of stray light

and electronics non-linearity has been introduced into the model. The evidence

[53] E. Grassam, J.B. Dawson and D.J. Ellis, Analyst ̂ 02, 804 (1977.

[54] V. Otruba, J.J. Jambor, J. Horak and L. Sonmer, Scripta Fac. Sci. Nat.

Univ. Brno, j>, 1 (1976).

[55] Y. Uchida and S. Hattori, Oyo Butiri £4, 852 (1975).

[56] V. otruba, J. Jambor, J. Komarek, J. Horak and L. Sommer, Anal. Chim.

Acta_10J_, 367 (1978).

[57] G. Herzberg, Molecular Spectra and Molecular Struature, Van Nostrand, New

York, 1950.
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of absorption maxima in ZAAS analytical curves [53] has been investigated. The

position and the height of these maxima in different ZAAS systems have been

calculated from the theoretical model and confirmed by experimental analytical

curves.

Finally, a ZAAS system utilizing a 50 Hz sine wave modulated magnetic

field applied to a graphite furnace atomizer, constructed in our laboratory, is

described in chapter 5. The strength of the magnetic field is adjustable up to

10 kG. The design of the magnet permits ac and dc measurements and the field

can be directed either parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis.

Experiments have been performed to confirm the results of chapter 2-4. More-

over, the background correction capability of the instrument has been tested up

to 2 AU.

It can be concluded from literature [36-56] and from this study that the

Zeeman splitting of spectral lines forms a suitable basis for background

correction is AAS. Only a single source of radiation is used so that alignment

and energy equality are automatically perfect. Structured background offers no

problem, whereas sensitivity and curvature equal to conventional AAS can be

obtained by selection of the optimal ZAAS system. Moreover, there is no

principle reason for the ZAAS signal to noise ratio or detection limits to be

worse than in conventional AAS.

Although a good ZAAS system is possible in theory as well as in practice,

the signal handling, and readout system must be subject to further examination.

Improvement of the electronic system can enhance the linearity of the

analytical response and increase the background correction capability.

In 1977 Brown [17] expected that other manufacturers would soon follow the

example of Hitachi to market an AAS instrument utilizing a Zeeman background

correction system. The second commercially available ZAAS instrument was intro-

duced by Grun Optik in 1979. Up till now leading AAS manufacturers did not

follow suit.

Theoretically and in practice the present commercial ZAAS instruments are

far from the optimal Zeeman system. The design of a good Zeeman atomic

absorption instrument, to be marketed commercially, requires a careful weighing

of the advantages of a background correction system based on the Zeeman effect

versus the cost of change over from the continuum source background correction

system to the more expensive magnetic system.

[58] B, Welz, Atom-Absorptions-Spektvoskopie, 2. Aufl., Verlag Chemie,

Weinheim, 1975.

[59] F.H. Crav7ford, Rev. Mod. Phys. £, 90 (1934).

[60] R. Stephens, Talanta 25, 435 (1978).
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Chapter 2

Theory of Zeeman atomic absorption spectrometry*

Abstract - A theoretical analysis is presented of the signals observed with different systems that employ the Zeeman
effect for background correction in analytical atomic absorption spectrometry.

Magnetic modulation of the primary source of radiation offers basically the same possibilities as the deuteriun
background correction system. Correction for wavelength dependent background absorption is possible only
when the magnetic field is applied to the absorbing vapour. Similar expressions are obtained for constant or
variable magnetic fields directed either perpendicular or parallel to the optical axis. However, mere magnetic
modulation of either the source or the atomizer cannot correct for non-absorbed lines.

It is demonstrated that simultaneous correction for non-absorbed lines and background absorption can be
attained with a variable magnetic field applied to the atomizer, by taking measurements at three discrete,
different field strengths.

1. INTRODUCTION

SEVERAL PAPERS [1-18] have demonstrated the analytical applicability of the Zeeman
effect for the purpose of background correction in atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS),
utilizing a variety of different systems. Modulated magnetic fields have been used [1-2]
as well as constant fields in conjunction with rotating polarizers [3-18]. Magnetic fields
have been directed parallel [1-2] or perpendicular [3-18] to the optical axis of observa-
tion. And, finally, the magnetic field has been applied either to the primary source of
radiation [3-5,10-18] or to the absorbing atomic vapour, which in turn can be produced
by a flame [1-2] or by an electrothermal atomizer [6-9].

The normal method of background correction with a continuous source of radiation
is correct only in the case that background absorption is continuous. When rotational
lines of a molecular spectrum are present within the spectral bandpass of the optical
system [19, 20], systematic errors are introduced.

[1] Y. UCHIDA and S. HATTORI, Ovo Bufiri 44, 852(1975).
[2] V. OTRUBA, J. JAMBOR, J. HORAK and L. SOMMER, Skripta Fac. Sri. Nat. Ujep Brunensis, Chemia 1, 1

(1976).
[3] H. KOIZUMI and K. YASUDA, Anal. Chem. 47,1679 (1975).
[4] H. KOIZUMI and K. YASUDA, Spectrochim. ActailB, 237 (1976).
[5] H. KOIZUMI and K. YASUDA, Anal. Chem. 48,1178 (1976).
[6] H. KOIZUMI and K. YASUDA, Spectrochim. Ada 31B, 523 (1976).
[7] H. KOIZUMI, K. YASUDA and M. KATAYAMA, Anal. Chem. 49,1106 (1977).
[8] J. B. DAWSON, E. GRASSAM, D. J. ELLIS and M. J. KEIR, Analyst 101,315 (1976).

[9] E. GRASSAM, J. B. DAWSON and D. J. ELLIS, Analyst 102,804 (1977).
[10] R. STEPHENS and D. E. RYAN, Talanta 22,655 (1975).
[11] R. STEPHENS and D. E. RYAN, Talanta 22,659 (1975).
[12] D. E. VEINOT and R. STEPHENS, Talanta 23,849 (1976).
[13] R. STEPHENS, Talanta 24,233 (1977).
[14] T. HADEISHI and R. D. MCLAUGHLIN, Science 174,404 (1971).
[15] T. HADEISHI, Appl. Phys. Lett. 21,438 (1972).
[16] T. HADEISHI, D. A. CHURCH, R. D. MCLAUGHUN, B. D. ZAK, M. NAKAHURA and B. CHANG, Science

187,348 (1975).
[17] T. HADEISHI and R. D. MCLAUGHLIN, Am. Lab. 7, 57 (1975).

[18] T. HADEISHI and R. D. MCLAUGHLIN, Anal. Chem. 48,1009 (1976).
[19] H. MASSMAN, Z. EL GOHARY and S. GUCER, Spectrochim. Ada 31B, 399 (1976).

[20] C. HENDRIKX-JONGERIUS and L. DE GALAN, Anal. Chim. Ada 87,259 (1976).

*A reprint of

M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Spectrochim. Aota 33B, 495(1978).
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Most papers have stressed the possibilities of the Zeeman effect in correcting for back-
ground absorption by comparing the signals with and without the applied magnetic field.
Some publications have formulated approximate expressions [15-18] that are valid under
special conditions.

However, if we wish to explore the fundamental possibilities and limitations of the
Zeeman effect and want to compare different optical and magnetic systems, a more general
theory is clearly required. Such an analysis is the object of the present study, which is
directed at two goals. First, the Zeeman effect will be explored for its possibilities in
correcting for continuous or for wavelength dependent background absorption. And,
second, it will be explored for its possibility to construct a non-dispersive single-element
atomic absorption spectrometer.

2. DERIVATION OF T,HE BASIC EXPRESSION

The genera] expression for the intensity detected by the optical system is

/ = f ;°(;.)exp[-fc(A)] dA + j /B{1 - exp[-*(/-)]} dA. d)

Here, the integration extends over the spectral bandwidth, >v, of the optical system, /"(/)
is the intensity of the primary source radiation, /« is the blackbody radiation at the
atomizer temperature and k(X) is the absorption coefficient of the atomizer which is
proportional to the optical path length and to the number density of absorbing atoms
{HA). The first term on the right hand side of equation (I) describes the absorption process,
whereas the second term expresses the (thermal) radiation from the flame or the electro-
thermal atomizing device (called the atomizer).

In general, both I°(X) and kiX) consist of a multitude of transitions, due to fine and
hyperfine structure, each with its own wavelength dependence. Moreover, /"(/) and cer-
tainly fc(A) may contain contributions not only of the element to be determined, but
also of other components in the source and in the absorbing vapour. Consequently, in
ils general form equation (1) is only amenable to computer calculations. For the purpose
of this paper some drastic simplifications are required, that should not impair the generality
of our conclusions, but are intended to focus our attention more sharply on the particular
properties of the Zeeman effect. In other words, the approximations will allow us to
ignore all distorting details that are common to ordinary AAS systems, but shall expose
the effects that are essential to systems using the Zeeman effect. This is achieved by
formulating the following conditions.

(a) The optical system will have facilities to correct for atomizer radiation, just as
ordinary single beam or double beam AA spectrometers, i.e. by taking a reading with
the primary source blocked. This will allow us to ignore the second term in equation (I).

(b) The spectral bandwidth, w, is assumed to be wide enough to transmit all relevant
radiation undistorted, even under high magnetic fields.

(c) Hyperfine structure and absorber line shift will be ignored. These effects are known
to cause reduced sensitivity and non-linearity of the analytical curve in AAS, but this
effect is not typical for Zeeman systems. This assumption allows us to consider each
source line as an infinitely narrow single transition in the field free case.

(d) Within the spectral bandpass of the optical system there will be only one line that is
capable of being absorbed by the analyte. All other lines may be absorbed or scattered
by the matrix but not by the analyte. The total absorption coefficient at each wave-
length is made up of two contributions: one from the analyte, acting on a single-source
line only, the other due to the background, which may be wavelength dependent.

(e) The analyte-source line and the analyte absorption profile are considered to be
symmetrical. If a weak magnetic field is applied to the source of radiation, either parallel
or perpendicular to the optical axis, the <r-components of the split source line will then
be equally absorbed by the absorbing atoms. Conversely, if a weak field is applied to
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the atomizer, the split <r-components of the absorbing vapour will absorb the unshifted
analyte-source line to an equal extent.

(f) The optical system displays no preference to either polarization of radiation. With a
magnetic field perpendicular to the optical axis the intensities measured for the source line
components polarized parallel to the field (/£,,) and perpendicular to the field (/"„) are
both equal to half the unpolarized source line intensity, i.e. /?,„ - /£„ = i/J. For a
magnetic field parallel to the optical axis the n-components are absent and we observe two
circularly polarized components given by /£„• = /£„- = i/J.

With these simplifications, equation (1) changes to a summation of individual source
lines, each one unequally absorbed, i.e. in the absence of a magnetic field

= /? exp [ - k'M - fcU)] + /? exp [ - *U)] • '

Here, /° is the intensity of the analyte-source line which is positioned at wavelength ka

and absorbed by the analyte and by the background with absorption coefficient k" and
kb, respectively; /s° reflects the intensity of all other source lines that are not absorbed
by the analyte, but only by the background. In general the second term in equation (2)'
will consist of a sum of terms, each depending upon the matrix through the background
absorption coefficient kb at wavelength As but not upon the analyte.

3. SOURCE SUBJECTED TO A MAGNETIC FIELD

When a magnetic field is applied to the source, with the direction of the magnetic field
perpendicular to the optical axis, each analyte source line will be split into three com-
ponents in the case of the normal Zeeman effect (Fig. lb): one unshifted 7t-component
/£„ at la.n.K ( = *O equal to i /° and two symmetrically shifted cr-components at Xa,H,<,
each equal to ?/°. The intensities are assumed to be unaltered by the optical system.

Without a magnetic field around the atomizer there is no difference between absorbance
measurements with n, a or unpolarized light. This means that irrespective of the polariza-
tion of the incoming radiation the analyte has a single absorption coefficient k°(X);
obviously the value of the absorption coefficient will vary with the wavelength of the
source line, so that k"(Aa)? ka(kain,o) when H>0. By exactly the same argument the
background absorption may be wavelength dependent, but at a particular wavelength it
is independent of the polarization of the incoming light, so that we have at each wave-
length a single background absorption coefficient, kb(X).

Under these conditions, we can rewrite equation (2) for the situation that a magnetic
field is applied to the primary source of radiation to yield

l(H = 0) = CexpE-m.) - *U)] + Cexp[-fcU)]
/,°,exp[-fc%g] (3a)

.H.0] + /s°H.*exp[-fcU.«,*)] (3b)

where for the normal Zeeman effect k°(ka,H,n) = k°{Xa).

3.1. Variable magnetic field

In a variable transversal magnetic field the measured intensities I(H = 0) and I(H)
are defined by equations (3a) and (3b). From these two expressions the conflicting require-
ments for correcting for background absorption and non-absorbed source lines are clearly
observed. In order to correct for non-absorbed source lines we must take the difference
between I(H = 0) and I(H), but will then retain the background absorption, even if this
is wavelength independent. Background absorption can be cancelled if we take a ratio
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Fig. 1. Source line splitting in a magnetic field (normal Zeeman effect), (a) No magnetic field:
unpolarized source line can be considered as consisting of two coinciding components (either
n/a or a*/a~ polarized), each with half the total source intensity, (b) Transversal magnetic field;
source line split into an unshifted n-component polarized parallel to the leld with intensity }/°
and two ir-components, polarized perpendicular to the field with intensity i /° . (c) Longitudinal
magnetic field; source line split into two shifted components polarized circularly in opposite

directions, with intensity i/J.
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Concentration, 0.43 ks

Fig. 2. Plots of A//J/° VS concentration, according to equation (4b) Tor several magnetic field-
strengths, i.e. for various remaining absorptions fc"U<,,n, ,)/k'{X,). This figure applies also to equation
(13b) when k°(Xa,i,,,)/k'{Aa) is replaced by k'ij).a)/k°(ia). It further applies to equations (8) and

(17) under conditions discussed in the text.

I{H)/1{H = 0) but this is fruitful only if all non-absorbed source lines are rejected by
the optical system.

Indeed, for the normal Zeeman effect without magnetic splitting of the x-component
the difference intensity in the case of continuous background absorption is equal to

A/ = / (H)- / (H = 0)= /a%exp[-fctA)]{exp[-fc<U,.Hi<r)] - exp[-k°(AJ]}. (4a)

For the anomalous Zeeman effect the jr-component is split, so that ka{XafH,,) is no
longer equal to k°(Xa). In that case equation (4a) can still be obtained if we reject the
K-radiation with an appropriate polarizer.

In the case of wavelength dependent background absorption the non-absorbed line
intensities depend on the matrix through kb(Xs.H), which means that correction for non-
absorbed lines is impossible. In the absence of background absorption, equation (4a)
changes into

A/ = /0°,,{exp[-m.,».<,)] - exp[-fc%O]}. (4b)

This expression warrants some discussion, because it seems to offer a possibility to
correct for the presence of non-absorbed lines, which are known to be a serious source of
curvature of analytical curves in ordinary AAS [21]. Indeed, both absorption coefficients
in equation (4b) are proportional to the analyte number density, nA- If the magnetic
field is so strong that the er-components of the analyte source line are completely shifted
away from the absorption profile (Fig. 1 b), then k°(Xa, H,») = 0 and

AI/I°,= A//i/a = {1 - exp[—k°(,Xa)]}. (4c)

When this is plotted in Fig. 2 vs the analyte absorption coefficient, we observe an initially
straight line up to k%Xa)« 0.2. Note that the abscissa scale is in units of 0.43k", which
corresponds to absorbance units as measured in ordinary AAS. Consequently, equation
(4c) is linear for concentrations that yield ordinary absorbance values less than 0.1. For
higher concentrations, the curvature rapidly increases and finally a limiting value of one is
reached.

The non-linearity of equation (4b) is much more serious if the magnetic field is not
strong enough to make k°(Xa,H,a) equal to zero. In that case the remaining absorption
of the <T-components not only restricts the linear range of the curve, but it is seen that
ultimately the curve bands back towards the concentration axis. The examples drawn
in Fig. 2 for various remaining absorptions of the cr-components make it quite clear,
that equation (4b) is not useful to correct for non-absorbing lines even in the absence of
background absorption.

[21 ] L. DE GALAN and G. F. SAMAEY, Spectrochim. Ada 2/B, 679 (1969).
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On the other hand, in the absence of non-absorbed lines the ratio of I(fi) and
I(H = 0) becomes

i/«0{exp[-fcU,.«..,) -

Here the background absorption drops from ihe equation only in the special case that
- it is continuous or equal at the unshifted and shifted line positions /.„, /.aJ,.n and Aa,H,a
in a magnetic field of strength H. In that case

exp[-fc°(Aa,fl,,)]

/(H=0) 2exp[-fcU)] '

This expression depends only upon the analyte concentration, but again in a non-linear
way. However if we use source line modulation in conjunction with a polarizing filter
that rejects re-radiation, then the ratio of equations (3a) and (3b) becomes, in the absence
of non-absorbed lines and with equal background absorption at Ao, >.a.n,, and /.„,«,,

h(H = 0)

log UH)/UH = 0) = 0.43[m.) - *%*..».«,)] ~ <U (6)

where nA is the analyte number density in the atomizer. This result applies equally to
normal and anomalous Zeeman patterns of the source line. Also, essentially the same
result is obtained, if we place the magnetic field parallel to the optical axis, but in that
case we need no polarizer since the 7t-component is no longer emitted by the source.
This offers the slight advantage of a larger intensity, because there is no loss of radiation
due to the polarizer.

Equation (6) predicts a linear analytical curve. It must be emphasized that this is true
only in as far as the analytical curve observed in ordinary AAS is linear. For the
purposes of the present study we have ignored line profile effects that may give rise to
non-linear analytical curves in ordinary AAS [22]. Exactly the same effects will be
observed with Zeeman AAS and in this respect equation (6) is an approximation.

Moreover, equation (6) also shows that the analytical sensitivity will be equal to that
of ordinary AAS only when k°{Aa,H,<,) = 0, which means that the magnetic field must be
strong enough to shift the ^-components completely away from the absorption profile of
the analyte vapour (Fig. lb). If this is not realized, the sensitivity is reduced, although
equation (6) predicts that the analytical curve is still linear. Again this is true only as far
as the analytical curve in ordinary AAS is linear. Indeed GRASSAM et al. have shown
that for moderately strong fields, where k"{Xa,H.<,) ¥= 0 any non-linearity observed in
ordinary AAS will be more pronounced in Zeeman AAS [9].

3.2. Constant magnetic field

Some publications describe a system consisting of a constant magnetic field from a
permanent magnet [3-5,14-18] or an electromagnet [4,10-13] in conjunction with
rotating polarizers, that alternatively transmit <r- and ^-radiation. The pertinent intensities
are readily derived from equation (3b) as

.)] (7a)

exp[-fc'(-W)]- (7b)

Here we run into a similar difficulty that the simultaneous presence of background
absorption and non-absorbed lines cannot be corrected for. If background absorption

[22] H. C WAGENAAR and L. DB GALAN, Spearochim. Ada 30B, 361 (1975).
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is continuous or if in a magnetic field of strength H it is equal at Aa, Xa,H,* and Xa,H.a,
then non-absorbed lines can be cancelled by taking a difference

A/ = h(H) - 1,(H) = ±/° exp[-*»(;.)] { e x p C - n W ) ] - exp[-/c"(4,«.,)]} (8)

which is again proportional to background absorption just as equation (4a). In fact, in
the case of a normal Zeeman effect fcU,»,«) = k"(Xa) and equation (8) becomes identical
to equation (4a). In the absence of background absorption this leads to a similar situation
as presented in Fig. 2 and discussed in connection to equation (4b). In the case of an
anomalous Zeeman effect the ^-components of the analyte source line are also shifted,
so that k"(Xa,H.*) ¥> k"(Xa) and equation (8) is even less attractive than equation (4a) to
serve as a basis for correction for non-absorbed lines.

If non-absorbed lines are rejected by the monochromator, the ratio of intensities
expressed by equations (7a) and (7b) becomes

«tp[-fcU.,,.11)-fcU.iM)]

from which again the background cancels only if this is continuous or at least equal
at the unshifted and shifted wavelengths ka, Xa,H,* and Xa.H.o in a magnetic field of
strength H. In that case

log hWIUH) = 0.43[*U.».,) - * U . H . . ) ] - nA. (10)

This equation is identical to equation (6) in the case of the normal Zeeman effect, where
k°(Xa,H,*) = k"(Xa). In the case of the anomalous Zeeman effect k°(Xa,H^) < ka(Xa), which
makes the sensitivity of the determination lower than that of ordinary AAS even when
k°(Xa_H,^ = 0. In all cases, however, the analytical curves are predicted to be linear,
subject to same conditions as discussed in connection to equation (6). However, the
splitting of the n-components of the analyte source line in the case of the anomalous
Zeeman effect enhances the curvature effects due to line profile factors.

Equation (10) forms the basis for Zeeman AAS background correction systems described
by STEPHENS [10], and by KOIZUMI and YASUDA [3-5].

3.3. Conclusion

We conclude that a magnetic field applied to the primary source of radiation is useful
to correct for background absorption only under the following conditions:

(a) Non-absorbed source lines must be absent, just as in ordinary atomic absorption
spectrometry.

(b) Background absorption must be equal at the unshifted and shifted positions of the
analyte source line at magnetic field strength H, which means that background absorp-
tion must be virtually continuous at wavelengths close to Xa, just as required for deuterium
background correction systems.

Results are equal for a transversal variable magnetic field in conjunction with a n-
rejecting polarizer, for a constant transversal magnetic field with a rotating polarizer
and for a longitudinal variable magnetic field. Only in the longitudinal variable magnetic
field there is no loss of light due to a polarizer.

This Zeeman background correction system has basically the same possibilities as
the conventional AA spectrometer equipped with a deuterium background correction
device. One slight advantage is that the Zeeman system performs similar to a double
beam background correction system, but operating with only one primary source. Con-
sequently, there will be no alignment problems in contrast to the deuterium background
system [20]. On the other hand, the application of a magnetic field to the primary
source of radiation is technically complicated, also in case electrodeless discharge lamps
[3-5,14-18] or other special designed light sources [4,10-13] are used. In addition, the
magnet may be expensive, so that things considered, this system has little to recommend
for itself.
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4. ABSORBING ATOMIZER SUBJECTED TO A MAGNETIC FIELD

When a magnetic field is applied to the atomizer rather than to the primary source or
radiation, the situation discussed in the previous section changes in two respects. First,
all source lines remain at their fixed wavelengths: ka, K- Second, it is now the absorption

- profile of the analyte in the atomizer that varies under the influence of the magnetic
field (inverse Zeeman effect). If the magnetic field is perpendicular to the optical axis,
the absorption coefficient of the analyte k° will be split into three components in case
of the normal Zeeman effect (Fig. 3b): one unshifted n-component k% centered at ka,
and two symmetrically shifted ff-components k%. When the magnetic field is zero we have
&o.<r = &o,* = k°, i.e. the same absorbance is measured with either polarization of the
incident light. In a strong magnetic field the absorbance measured with n-polarized light
is also the same as the absorbance measured without the field, so that &«,„ = k".

This is true only for the normal Zeeman effect discussed now and shown in Fig. 3.
For the anomalous Zeeman effect, the ^-components of the absorption coefficient are
split, although the width of the individual components will usually prevent this splitting
to be observed. Still the value of fc«,» at the fixed wavelength ka will be lower than k".

The ^-components of the analyte absorption profile will always be split in a magnetic
field. Each individual component will yield only half the absorption of the field free
situation, i.e.

Obviously, in the field-free case the two a-components coincide and their absorption
coefficient can be summed, so that

/ , = /.%exp[-fc&-.0..,W«)J exp[-k?,-o.. IW] = /."..expC-kg^AJ].

However, since we have assumed thai all atomic line profiles are symmetrical, this
summation is allowed also in the case that H ¥= 0. This means that when a magnetic
field is applied either a-component absorbs equally at the unshifted, centrally located
wavelength la, so that

As is seen in Fig. 3, the value ofkii.Ma) rapidly diminishes with increasing field strength H.
It is not only the wavelength of the analyte source line Xa that remains unaltered in

this case, but also the wavelengths of non-absorbed source lines, A5, remain fixed. Con-
sequently, any wavelength dependence of the background absorption is immaterial and
this constitutes a major advantage over the conventional deuterium lamp background
correction system. On the other hand the background absorption coefficient at a particular
wavelength will only remain constant as long as it is not influenced by the magnetic
field around the atomizer. If the wavelength dependence arises from the presence of atomic
spsctral lines from matrix components [23], this cannot be expected, because such atomic
transitions will display Zeeman patterns in the same way as the analyte atomic spectral
line. However, in the more important case that the wavelength dependence of the back-
ground absorption arises from molecular rotational bands [19], this condition may be
fulfilled. Indeed, it has been shown that molecular rotational lines are much less subject
to Zeeman shifts than atomic lines [24-26]. Consequently, in the case of wavelength
dependent background absorption the application of a magnetic field around the atomizer
constitutes a definite improvement.

[23] J. Y. MARKS, R. J. SPELLMAN and B. WYSOCKI, Anal. Chem. 48, J474 (J976).
[24] G. HERZBERG, Molecular Spectra and Molecular Structure. Van Nostrand, New York (1950).
[25] G. Joos, Zeemaneffekt der Bandtinien, Handbuch der Experimental Physik (Edited by E. BACK and G. Joos),

Chap. S, p. 170. Alcademische Verlaggesellschaft, Leipzig (1929).
[26] F. H. CRAWFORD, Rev. Mod. Phys. 6,90 (1934).
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Fig. 3. Splitting of the absorption coefficient in a magnetic field (normal Zeeman effect), (a) No
magnetic field; absorption coefficient can be considered as consisting of two coinciding com-
ponents (either n/a or a*/a~ polarized), each equal to k". (b) Transversal magnetic field; absorp-
tion coefficient split into an unshifted rt-component polarized parallel to the field, equal to k"
and two 47-components polarized perpendicular to the field, equal to ifc". (c) Longitudinal magnetic
field; absorption coefficient split into two shifted components polarized circularly in opposite

directions, equal to k".
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To analyse the influence of a magnetic field applied to the atomizer, the expressions
in the absence, and in the presence of a magnetic field are derived from equation (2).

HH = 0) = IS,, exp [-k°0,AL) - fcb(/U] + C exp [-**(/.,)]

+ /e°»exp[-k8..(A1I) - kVJ] + /.?.,exp[-fcU)] d la)

+ /«°,exp[-ft?,. „(-!„) - kb{U] + /°,exp[-fcU)]- (lib)

4.1. Variable magnetic field

In a variable transversal magnetic field the measured intensities I{H = 0) and I(H)
are defined by equations (lla) and (lib). From these two expressions the conflicting
requirements of correcting for background absorption and non-absorbed source lines are
again clearly observed.

In order to correct for non-absorbed lines we must take the difference between /(W)
and I(H = 0)

A/ = i/a°exp[-fcU)]{exp[-*?,,,(/U] + exp [ -« , , A ) ]

- exp[-kiJ?J\ - expl-kZJij]}. (12)

Complete correction of non-absorbed lines can be made irrespective of whether the
background absorption is wavelength dependent or not, but background absorption must
be absolutely independent of the magnetic field strength (which was not required in
Section 3). However, the intensity difference is proportional to background absorption
and depends in a non-linear way upon the analyte concentration. If there is no splitting
in the n-component of the absorption coefficient (normal Zeeman effect), i.e. k"n, „(/.„) =
&o,<(̂ a)> the difference intensity becomes

When there is splitting in the jt-component of the absorption coefficient (anomalous
Zeeman effect), i.e. kiAAa) ^ fcS.^/U, a polarizer should reject the jr-component of the
analyte source line to obtain equation (13a). Because, moreover fco,,(/a) = k"(?.a), equation
(13a) in the absence of background absorption changes into

A/ = iU{exp[-kft .^y] - exp [ - m a ) . (13b)

The calibration curve is non-linear for higher concentrations in the case of a strong
magnetic field (/&,,,(Aa) = 0) and in the case of a weak magnetic field the calibration curve
will be bending back to the concentration axis.

The close resemblance of equations (13) and (4) is obvious. In both equations one
exponential is identical, i.e. k"{Xa). In equation (4) the other exponential decreases, because
the analyte source line is shifted away with increasing field strength (/„,/),„). In equation
(13) the analyte source line remains at its fixed wavelength, but the absorption profile
shifts away (/&,„). Ultimately, at sufficiently large field strengths either absorption coefficient
becomes zero and equation (13b) changes into equation (4c). This means, that Fig. 2
discussed in connection to equations (4b) and (8) applies also to the present situation
expressed by equation (13b).

On the other hand, in the absence of non-absorbed lines the ratio of I(H) and
1(H = 0) expressed by equations (1 la) and (lib) becomes

In this case complete correction for background absorption is obtained, whether this is
continuous or not but only when it is independent of the magnetic field, i.e.

7(H) cxp[fcU*J] + exp[fc;,,,qa)]
2exp[fe"(/l«)]
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This expression depends only upon the analyte concentration but again in a non-linear
way. When a polarizer is applied which rejects the rc-component from the analyte source
line, then the logarithm of the ratio becomes

log um/uH = o) = 0.431m) - *u<o] ~ KA. o 5)
This expression closely resembles equation (6) and the discussion there applies to the
present case equally well. In so far as the analytical curve in ordinary AAS is linear, the
calibration curve expressed by equation (15) will be linear, but the sensitivity depends
on the strength of the magnetic field. Equation (15) is true for both the normal and
anomalous Zeeman effect,

When a magnetic field is used parallel to the optical axis [1, 2] equation (15) changes to

= 0) = 0.43[fcU) - fc?i.»'(A0)] ~ nA

which is essentially the same result as for the combination of a perpendicular magnetic
field and a ^-component rejecting polarizer, but with the longitudinal field there is no
loss of light due to the polarizer.

4.2. Constant magnetic field

If a constant magnetic field is applied to the atomizer by a permanent magnet or by
an electromagnet, together with a rotating polarizer in the source light beam, then
alternatively the TT- and (7-component of the analyte source line is transmitted. Systems
operating this way are described by KOIZUMI and YASUDA [6,7] and by DAWSON et al
[8,9]. The intensities are easily derived from equation (lib).

U.H) = Cexp t - ' cW'U - *%*.)] + Cexp[- fcU)] ; (16a)
/„(«) = /£„ exp [ - «,..(Aa) - fc%U] + /», exp [ - *U)] • (16b)

Again the simultaneous presence of background absorption and non-absorbed lines can-
not be corrected for. The difference intensity A/ = /„(//) - /„(//) in the case of background
absorption, which may be wavelength dependent but does not vary with the magnetic field
strength, becomes

A/ = i/J exp [ - * U ) ] {exp [ - MAW] - exp [ - fcW-U] }• (17)

This equation is essentially similar to equation (8) and the discussion of that expression
also applies to equation (17). In the absence of background absorption and in the case
of a normal Zeeman pattern the curves of Fig. 2 also cover this situation.

If non-absorbed lines are rejected by the optical system, the intensity ratio becomes

l '

from which again background absorption cancels, whether it is wavelength dependent
or not, as long as it is independent of the magnetic field.

log UH)/UH) = 0A3[k°HMa) - «r..WJ] ~ nA. (19)

This equation looks similar to equation (15), but in fact it is better comparable to equation
(10). Indeed, equation (15) gives identical results for both the normal Zeeman effect and
the anomalous Zeeman effect, but equation (19), like equation (10), gives slightly different
results for the normal and anomalous Zeeman effect. Since this has already been dis-
cussed in connection to equation (10), we need not repeat the discussion here. An elucidating
discussion can also be found in a recent paper by GRASSAM et al. [9]. Equation (19)
forms the basis for background correction systems utilizing the Zeeman effect described
by KOIZUMI and YASUDA [6,7] and by DAWSON et al. [8,9]. It is also utilized in an
instrument manufactured by Hitachi.
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4.3. Conclusion

We conclude that it is not possible to correct for non-absorbed lines and background
absorption simultaneously by a magnetic field applied to the atomizer. In the absence of
non-absorbed lines complete correction for background absorption (whether it is wave-
length dependent, or not, but independent of the magnetic field) can be attained by

- the following systems:

(a) a constant transversal magnetic field in conjunction with a rotating polarizer;
(b) a transversal variable magnetic field in conjunction with a polarizer which rejects

the n-component of the analyte source line;
(c) a longitudinal variable magnetic field.

Although all systems perform essentially in the same way, there are minor practical
and fundamental differences. A constant magnetic field, case (a), may be simpler and
cheaper to obtain, but it has the disadvantage of reduced sensitivity and more pronounced
non-linearity in the quite common case of the anomalous Zeeman effect. Variable magnetic
fields are thus to be preferred and case (c), where the magnetic field is parallel to the
optical axis offers the further advantage that loss of light due to the polarizer is prevented.
Correction of non-absorbed lines is possible only as long as background absorption is
absent, and even in that case analytical curves are non-linear.

5. LINEARIZATION OF THE ANALYTICAL CURVE IN THE
CASE OF NON-ABSORBED LINES

Several years ago DE GALAN and SAMAEY [21] proposed a procedure to straighten
the analytical curve in ordinary atomic absorption spectrometry, when this is curved due
to the presence of non-absorbed lines. Their solution relied on the electronic subtraction
of the stray light, which was derived from measurements with high analyte concentration.
At first sight this seems to be applicable to the systems presently considered, if back-
ground absorption is absent. To this order we rewrite equations (4, 8, 13) and (17) for
kh — 0 and a magnetic field large enough to make one of the exponentials equal to
unity, i.e.

A/= / ° { l - [ e x p - * " ] } . (20)

If we increase the analyte concentration, so that k" becomes very large, we have

A/(/c°->oo) = /°,

so that

^ ^ •

Let us now visualize a system where the magnetic field is periodically varied with a
frequency/! Irrespective of whether the magnetic field is applied to the source of primary
radiation or to the atomizer, the absorption by the analyte will vary at twice this frequency.
An amplifier tuned to the frequency 2/will therefore select just the signal A/. Measure-
ment with high analyte concentration then yields the "correction" A/(/t° -• oo) used in
equation (21).

In practice, however, this procedure will fail for three reasons. First, as explained in
Figs. 1 and 3 the unity factor in equation (20) results only if the magnetic field is strong
enough to make the absorption by the analyte negligible in the maximum field case.
The effect of minor remaining absorption upon the analytical curve expressed by equation
(21) is shown in Fig. 4, where -log[(A/(fc"-» oo) - A/)/A/(fc°-»oo)] vs concentration
is calculated for several magnetic field strengths, i.e. for several remaining absorption
values, while the correct value of A/(fc" -»oo), i.e. /°, is assumed to be known. In these
plots the concentration axis is in units of 0.43fc", which corresponds to absorbance in
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Concentration. 0.43 ka

Fig. 4. Curves calculated from equation (21} using the correct value for AI(k" — x ) = /". How-
ever, remaining absorption expressed by the ratio £!/.„(/.,,),*''(/„) causes the analytical curve to

bend back to the concentration axis.

ordinary AAS. In strong magnetic fields, where remaining absorption is zero, a linear
calibration curve is obtained and sensitivity is the same as in ordinary AAS. But from
Fig. 4 it is obvious that even minor remaining absorption at maximum field causes the
analytical curve ultimately to bend back to concentration axis. Therefore, these non-
linear curves are useful only when the magnetic field is known to be strong enough for
the concentration range considered.

A second problem is that a magnetic field strong enough to make the absorption
of the analyte negligible is easily realized for ordinary analyte concentrations, but not
at very high absorber densities necessary to measure A/(ft"-»oo), i.e. 1°. Values of
Alik" -» oo) calculated for 0.43fc° equal to 5 and 10 respectively, for several magnetic
field strengths are shown in Table 1. Serious deviations of /J are found for remaining
absorption of more than 1%. The influence of these deviations upon the analytical
curve is demonstrated in Fig. 5. Apparently the use of measured A/(/c"->oo) values
instead of correct /° values in equation (21) sharply increases the sensitivity for low
concentrations in comparison to the linear analytical curve. However, the improvement
is artificial, because the precision of the ordinate values is much reduced by the trans-
formation. Also, the curves increase asymptotically to a limiting concentration.

For example, let an analyte concentration be used to measure Al{k°-> oc), which is
so high that it yields an absorbance equal to 10 in ordinary AAS. Table I then states,
that if the remaining absorption at high field is only 1 %, the measured value is 79.4%
of the true value. And Fig. 5 then shows that the analytical curve constructed for

Table 1. Influence of remaining absorption upon A/(ft"-»x) in
equation (21), calculated for several magnetic field strengths

.00)
at concentration

O.43&" = 5

A/(fc« - oo)
at concentration

0.43*° = 10

0
0.001
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.2

1.000
0.989
0.S9I
0.562
0.316
0.100

1.000
0.977
0.794
0.316
0.100
0.010
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10 20 30
Concentration,0.43ko

Fig. 5. Curves calculated again from equation (21) show that a perfect linear analytical curve is
obtained only when a correct value for A!(k° -» x ) is used. Remaining absorption expressed by
the ratio k°n^/.a)lk°{).a) leads to erroneous values for &l[k° -* cc) and in turn, this leads to severely
concave analytical curves. &Hk" -> oo) measured with a concentration equivalent to

0.43fc" = 5. &l{k° -t cc) measured with a concentration equivalent to 0.43*" = 10.

ordinary concentrations steeply rises to infinity when this concentration approaches a
value that would yield an absorbance of 0.8 in ordinary AAS.

A third difficulty is the fact that equation (20) is derived under the assumption that
background absorption is absent. If this is not true, equation (21) is valid only when
the background absorption is the same in the measurement of A/ and IS. This means
that the high analyte concentration used to derive /° must be added to each sample.
This is highly impractical. Moreover, in thermal atomization where background absorption
is most notorious, it can hardly be expected that background absorption remains exactly
the same from one sample run to the next. Indeed, one of the improvements of all
present AA-spectronieters over older models is the fact that they provide simultaneous
background correction during each analysis run. Consequently it must be concluded
that in the case of non-absorbed lines the Zeeman modulated systems offer no possibility
to straighten analytical curves. The electronic subtraction procedure proposed for flames
by DE GALAN and SAMAEY [21] is not applicable to any Zeeman atomic absorption
system described above, or to electrothermal atomizers.

6. SIMULTANEOUS CORRECTION FOR BACKGROUND ABSORPTION AND
NON-ABSORBED LINES

The real advantage of magnetic fields emerges if we do not restrict ourselves to two
field strengths only, but consider measurements at one additional field strength. Since
the cases presented in the preceeding sections are all analogous, we can confine the
discussion to one representative example. As the situation of a wavelength dependent
background is the most interesting one, we rewrite equation (2> for the case that the
magnetic field is applied to the atomizer. Taking either a transversal field with a K-
rejecting filter or a longitudinal field, we find for field strengths equal to zero, Hu and
H2, respectively
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l(H = 0) = I°.exp[-kVJ - fc»(xj] + /

l(Ht) = /„% exp [ - A?,,. M - * W ] + C exp [ - *

UH2) = C exp [-«, , , „(/.„) - kb(Aa)] + /s%exp[-k"(A3)]

where it has been assumed that the background is independent of the magnetic field
strength. From this we find that

v = !1HAIZI{JLZ3 = expt-fryt/Jj-expC-m.)] .„.
7(H2) - /(f/,) " exp [-*?,,.„(;.„)] - exp[-*?,,.„(/„)] ' l '

It is important to note that from this expression both the background absorption, kb,
and the non-absorbed lines, /s°, have disappeared. Consequently, by taking the ratio of
two differences we have realized simultaneous correction. Indeed, X depends only upon the
analyte concentration although in a rather complex way. However, by a judicious selection
of the field strengths H, and H2 we can readily transform this ratio into a simple linear
relation.

Let us first take H2 large enough to make k"Hl „{/.„) equal to zero. This is similar to
all previously considered cases. Secondly, we choose the field strength Ht in such a way,
that Ac/i,.„(/.„) = jk"(/.a). In this case we find

consequently

U-ru. (23)

For this procedure to be applicable it will be necessary to determine the magnetic fields
//, and H2 where the analyte absorption coefficient is reduced to one half its field free
value and to zero, respectively. These data can easily be collected from pure analyte
solutions measured at different field strengths. This is conveniently done by continuous
sample introduction into a flame atomizer. For electrothermal atomizers repeated repro-
ducible sample introduction is necessary. It should also be noted that this procedure is
equally applicable to symmetric and non-symmetric spectral lines and also to spectral
lines that display anomalous Zeeman patterns.

On the other hand, because the correct value of Hi depends upon the respective line
widths of the radiation source and the absorbing vapour, the value of Hi may be
expected to vary slightly with hollow cathode lamp current and with atomization para-
meters. For this reason it is important to analyse the effect of slightly incorrect values of
Ht and H2 upon equation (23). This is done in Figs. 6 and 7. Here the concentration
axis is again in units of 0.43fc°. Most measurements are made in the lower range of the
calibration curve, say up to 0.43 fc" = 1, because light intensities become rather small at
greater abscissa values.

First it is noted that, in agreement with equation (23), for the correct values of Hi
and H2 the analytical curve demonstrates half the sensitivity of ordinary AAS.

Figure 6 demonstrates that a truly linear analytical curve is realized only if k"Hl^ is
exactly equal to \ka. Clearly, even fairly large deviations, ranging from 0.3fe° to 0.7fc°
produce only very slight curvature for absorbances up to unity. However, the origin
of the calibration curve is displaced from zero. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of non-
zero £;,,,„ which occurs when H2 is not strong enough to displace the absorber line
completely from the source line. Again, fairly large remaining absorptions can be tolerated
to still achieve a highly linear analytical curve. The displacement of the origin is less
than in Fig. 6 but still significant. However, such displacements can be easily allowed
for by the zero setting of the read out.

It should be obvious, that the present proposal can only be realised with variable
magnetic fields, such as are generated with an electromagnet.
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Fig. 6. Curves calculated from equation (23) showing the influence of the magnetic field strength
//(. Perfectly linear curve providing simultaneous correction for background absorption and non-

absorbed lines is obtained for a field strength H, such that &?,,,„(/.,,)

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have analysed the signals observed in Zeeman atomic absorption
spectrometry for a variety of systems described in the literature [1-18]. It appears that
it does not make much difference whether we use a fixed magnetic field with rotating
n and a polarizers or a variable field (either transversal in conjunction with a n-rejecting
polarizer or longitudinal alternating between two field strengths (H = 0 and H). In either
case correction for background absorption is possible as long as non-absorbed lines are
absent. If the field is applied to the primary source of radiation, the background absorp-
tion must be virtually continuous, so that this system performs rather similar to an

10 20 3.0

Concentration, 0.43 ka

Fig. 7. Curves calculated from equation (23) showing the influence of the magnetic field strength
H2 Perfectly linear curve providing simultaneous correction for background absorption and non-

absorbed lines is obtained for a field strength H2 sufficiently large to make &«,,,(U = 0.
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ordinary deuterium lamp background corrector. A magnetic field applied to the atomizer
offers the principal advantage that correction is also possible for wavelength dependent
background as long as it is not influenced by the magnetic field.

It has also been shown that none of the Zeeman systems is suitable to correct for
non-absorbed lines. This conclusion is valid even when background absorption is absent
(as is frequently true for flame atomic absorption), but dramatically so in the presence
of background absorption.

However, if a variable magnetic field is used and measurements are made at three
discrete, different field strengths, then simultaneous correction for non-absorbed lines and
background absorption becomes feasible. Experiments are presently carried out to demon-
strate this in practical situations.
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Chapter 3

The Shape of Analytical Curves in Zeeman Atomic
Absorption Spectroscopy. I. Normal Concentration Range*

Analytical curves have been calculated for different Zeeman
atomic absorption spectroicopy (AAS) systems which all cor-
rect for background absorption. The sensitivity and curvature
of the analytical curves have been compared mutually and to
normal AAS. A variable magnetic field is preferred over a
constant field. In the variable field sensitivity and curvature are
equal to normal AAS whereas in the constant field sensitivity is
lower and curvature is stronger compared to normal AAS.
Whenever a constant magnetic field is used it should fca adjust-
able to the magnetic field strength where maximum sensitivity
is obtained. The magnetic field should be applied to the atomizer
to achieve correction for wavelength dependent background
absorption. The most promising Zeeman atomic absorption
spectrometer employs a variable magnetic field applied to the
atomizer and directed parallel to the optical axis.
Index Headings: Atomic absorption spectroscopy; Zeeman back-
ground correction.

INTRODUCTION

In atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) with elec-
trothermal atomizers, correction for background absorp-
tion is usually required. To this end most AA spectrom-
eters are equipped with an additional continuum source
of radiation <D2 lamp). In recent years there is an increas-
ing interest in an alternative method for background
correction based on the Zeeman splitting of the primary
source (hollow cathode lamp) emission line'"7 or the
atomizer absorption profile.8'13 Advantages claimed for
this technique are better accuracy and the possibility to
correct for higher background levels, because by virtue
of the single radiation source used, the two optical beams
are automatically aligned and equally intense.

In a previous paper" we compared different optical
and magnetic systems of Zeeman AAS for the purpose of

background correction. The principal features of systems
utilizing a constant magnetic field or a variable magnetic
field (i.e., a magnetic field which periodically varies be-
tween zero and a maximum field strength, e.g., a sine
wave modulated magnetic field) were discussed. It was
concluded that there are important instrumental differ-
ences. For example, the constant magnetic field must be
directed perpendicular to the optical axis and requires an
optical component (e.g., polarizing filters) to differentiate
between it- and o-radiation. On the other hand, a variable
magnetic field may be directed perpendicular to the
optical axis in combination with a ^-component rejecting
filter, but it can also be directed parallel to the optical
axis. In the latter case no additional polarizer is required,
because the v-components are absent in a longitudinal
magnetic field.

From a principal point of view it was shown that with
respect to background correction there is no difference
between constant and variable magnetic fields. Also, the
position of the magnet is immaterial, if the background
is wavelength independent over the small range covered
by the Zeeman splitting. On the other hand, if the back-
ground is structured within this small range due to the
presence of molecular absorption bands, there is a prin-
cipal advantage in placing the magnet around the atom-
izer. Only then the background is corrected at exactly the
wavelength of the analyte line emitted by the hollow
cathode lamp. Unfortunately, such a system does not
generally correct for interfering atomic absorption lines
from matrix elements, because such lines are subject to
Zeeman splitting similar to the analysis line. Indeed,
correction for line overlap is feasible only in the special
case where the wings of the o- and ^-components of the
interfering line yield equal contribution to the back-
ground absorption at the wavelength of the analyte emis-
sion line. The examples provided by Koizumi15 refer to
interfering lines far removed from the analysis line.

A reprint of

M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Appl. Spectrosc. 33, 616(1979).
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Our previous analysis contained two restrictions: the
strength of the magnetic field was not considered and the
source emission line was assumed to be infinitely narrow.
Consequently, in all Zeeman AAS systems the response
(the logarithm of an intensity ratio) was perfectly linear
and the-sensitivity was equal to that of normal AAS.

Approximate calculations on sensitivity in Zeeman
AAS have been performed by Uchida and Hat tori."1

They found that sensitivity strongly depends on the
magnetic system used and on the strength of the mag-
netic field.

Experimental data for Zeeman AAS presented by
Grassam etal.n show that our previous predictions about
sensitivity and curvature are incorrect. The sensitivity
and especially the curvature of the analytical curves
strongly depend on the strength of the magnetic field
applied. In some cases the analytical curve observed in
Zeeman AAS was seen to pass through a maximum and
bend back toward the concentration axis, a phenomenon
not known in conventional AAS.

This observation may seriously reduce the applicabil-
ity of Zeeman AAS and, consequently, it warrants a
closer analysis. In this paper the above mentioned restric-
tions are removed. Analytical curves in various Zeeman
AAS systems are calculated over a wide range of mag-
netic field strengths with full consideration of the true
shapes of the lamp emission line and the atomizer ab-
sorption profile. We have followed the approach of Wag-
enaar and De Galan,17 who pioneered such calculations
for conventional AAS systems. They observed reduced
sensitivity and deviations from linearity in dependence
of the shape and the relative position of the hollow
cathode lamp line and the flame absorption profile. The
present analysis of Zeeman AAS systems should enable
us to make a selection of the most useful design and to
compare its possibilities to normal AAS.

I. ANALYTICAL CURVES IN ZEEMAN ATOMIC
ABSORPTION SPECTROMETRY

Analytical curves have been calculated for different
Zeeman AAS systems which, as discussed in a previous
paper," all correct for background absorption. Just as in
normal AAS we formulate the following conditions:
a. The optical system has facilities to correct for atom-

izer radiation.
b. Within the spectral bandpass of the optical system

there is only one line capable of being absorbed by
the analyte.

In addition, for Zeeman AAS systems these conditions
are extended:
c. The spectral bandwidth, w, is assumed to be wide

enough to transmit all relevant radiation, even under
high magnetic fields.

d. In the case of a constant magnetic field the optical
system displays no preference to either S7- or o-polar-
ization.

Finally, we assume the optical and electronic system to
be perfect. In that case the shape of the analytical curve
is completely determined by the Zeeman AAS system
under investigation and by the lamp emission and at-
omizer absorption profile. The influence of imperfect
electronic readout and stray light contributions will be
considered in a consecutive paper.

A variable magnetic field can be directed parallel to
the optical axis (longitudinal) or perpendicular to the
optical axis (transversal) in combination with a w-com-
ponent rejecting filter. In this case we compare the
intensities of the o-components of the lamp radiation at
zero field, IO{H - 0), and at maximum field, I AH). Sim-
plified expressions for the analytical curve can be ob-
tained if we ignore for the moment the influence of the
line profile." Then we obtain for the case where the
magnetic field is applied to the lamp

log UH\/!,(H- 0) - 0.43 [/t°(U - k°<\a.HJ] <1\

where *"(Aq) is the absorption at the original lamp line
position and k"{\aJ,J is the absorption at the shifted
lamp line position. Alternatively, when the magnetic field
is applied to the atomizer, the wavelength of the source
line remains unaltered and the result is

log /„(#>//„<« - 0) - 0.43 [k'iX,) - k%AK)] (2)

where k°(\,), as before, is the absorption of the analyte
at zero field and where now k'uAK) is the remaining
absorption of the shifted analyte profile at the constant
source line wavelength, \a.

A constant magnetic field must be directed perpe;<dic-
ular to the optical axis (transversal field). The analytical
curve is now obtained by taking the log ratio of the
intensities of the n- and o-components detected alter-
nately by the optical system. For the magnetic field
applied to the lamp or to the atomizer Zeeman splitting
in it- and o-components is introduced in source radiation
or in the absorption profile, respectively. For the lamp in
the magnetic field the simplified analytical curve is given
by

log Um/UH) - 0.43 [k°iK.H.A - k°ik,j,J] (3)

where k°(\a.H.«) and k°(K.nJ are the analyte absorption
at the shifted wavelength of the it- and o-components of
the lamp line, respectively. When the magnetic field is
applied to the atomizer, the expression becomes

log UH)/1,{H) - 0.43 [*JUA«) - *&,<*.)] (4)

where AH.»(AJ and k"nAK) represent the absorption from
the n- and o-components in the analyte absorption profile
at the constant wavelength Ao.

Since in the above expressions all absorption factors,
k", are proportional to the analyte concentration, perfect
linear analytical curves are always obtained and only the
sensitivity can be analyzed as a function of the applied
field strength, H. Now, we introduce the influence of the
line shape.18

A single spectral transition consists of several hyper-
fine components. Each hyperfine component is charac-
terized by its absorption coefficient k,(\), the shape of
which is determined by Doppler broadening (leading to
a Gaussian distribution), broadening effects caused by
collisions and for a small part by natural broadening
(both of which are assumed to give Lorentzian distribu-
tions). The result can be represented by a Voigt func-
tion," which is a valid description up to 12 times the
Doppler width from the line center.2" In our calculations
the magnetic field has a maximum strength of 16 000 G,
which means that the atomizer absorption profile can be
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represented by the Voigt profile throughout this paper.
The overall absorption coefficient *(A) is the sum over

all hypeifine components *,(A). Emission profiles from
hollow cathode lamps run at low current are equivalent
to the profiles of *,(A) but at filler gas pressures of 700 to
1400 Pa (about 5 to 10 Torr) collisional broadening is
very small and the individual hyperfine components are
virtually of Gaussian shape, as long as self-absorption is
absent.

When a magnetic field is applied to the primary source
of radiation or to the absorbing vapor each hyperfine
component of the lamp line or of the analyte absorption
profile will be split into several v- and o-components.
This is known as the Zeeman effect and the splitting
patterns are known from tables on magnetic splitting,"'
which give the number and the separation of the individ-
ual components. Their intensities can easily be calculated
from multiplet tables." Consequently, the splitting pat-
terns must be introduced into the overall profile of the
lamp emission line or the analyte absorption profile.

As a result, the intensities stated in Eqs. <1 to 4) must
be replaced by the following general expression:

/'<A)exp[-*(A)]dA (5)

where /"(A) is the intensity of the lamp at wavelength A
containing contributions from all hyperfine components
and from several Zeeman components if the lamp is
placed in a magnetic field; similarly, *(A) is the absorption
at wavelength A resulting from all hyperfine components
and from Zeeman components if the magnetic field is
applied to the atomizer. The integral extends over the
spectral band width, w, or in fact over the complete
profile (condition c).

Computer programs have oeen written in Fortran IV
and the programs were run on an IBM 370/158 computer.
The lamp emission and atom!-, er absorption profiles are
based on previous investigations in this laboratory.'"
Gaussian shaped lamp line and Voigt shaped atomizer
absorption profiles are assumed. Hyperfine structure,
Voigt a-value and red shift are taken into account. Zee-
man splitting is introduced in the profiles for all hyperfine
components contributing to the total profile. Profiles of
IT- and o-components are calculated for magnetic field
strengths up to 16 000 G. An example of the computer-
calculated profiles is presented in Fig. 1. The lamp emis-
sion and atomizer absorption profiles of Ag 328.1 nm are
shown at zero field strength (Fig. la) and at 6000 G
applied to the lamp (Fig. lb) or to the atomizer (Fig. lc).
These profiles are then substituted into Eq. (5) and the
resulting intensity is computed for increasing analyte
concentrations in the atomizer cell. By taking the appro-
priate ratio [Eqs. (1 to 4)] the results can be presented as
a function of analyte concentration, i.e., as an analytical
curve. For the silver line at 6000 G the results are
presented in Fig. 2 and will be discussed more fully below.
Similar calculations can then be repeated for other field
strengths and for other transitions. However, since the
calculations are fairly complex, the number of transitions
has been limited to six. With four different Zeeman
systems (constant or variable field applied to the lamp or
to the atomizer) and with nine different field strengths

WavenumtMr .cm"1

©

•
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Flc. 1. Computer-calculated lamp emission and atomizer absorption
profiles of Ag 328.1 nm. a. Zero magnetic field strength: profiles used to
calculMe normal AAS absorbance. b. Magnetic field of 6000 G applied
to the lamp and directed perpendicular to the optical axis: The silver
lamp emission line shows an anomalous Zeeman effect without a central
tr-component present, c. Magnetic field of 6000 G applied to the
atomizer and directed perpendicular to the optical axis. The absorption
coefficient is split into two symmetrically shifted ir-components < )
polarized parallel to the field and four ^components ( ) polarized
perpendicular to the field.

(0 to 16 000 G in steps of 2000 G) this already amounts
to some 200 analytical curves.

The transitions selected are representative for various
groups of spectral lines showing a normal or anomalous
Zeeman effect and possessing a small or wide hyperfine
structure (Fig. 3). The calcium resonance line at 422.7
nm CSo-'Pi) represents the simplest group of transitions
which have no hyperfine structure and show a normal
Zeeman effect: the single isotope line splits in one un-
shifted ff-component and two symmetrically shifted o-
components. This behavior is typical for atomic reso-
nance lines of the alkaline earths.

A normal Zeeman effect is also shown by Pb 283.3 nm
('Po^Pi), but in this case the line profile is complicated
by hyperfine structure. Similar patterns are presented by
resonance lines of Cd, Zn, and Hg. Note that the Zeeman
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PIG. 2. Analytical curves for Ag 328.1 nm, calculated for normal AAS and for different Zeeman AAS systems utilizing a magnetic field of 6000 G

I I I I

FIG. 3. Zeeman patterns and hyperfine structure used in calculating the analytical curves. The Zeeman splitting is shown on the positive scale for
a magnetic field strength of 6000 G. The intensities of the ir-componenls ( ) polarized parallel to the field and the o-components ( ) polarized
perpendicular to the field have been normalized to 1 for all transitions. Hyperfine structure is shown on a negative intensity scale at the same wave
number scale as used for ihe Zeeman pattern. The intensity of the sum of hyperfine components has been normalized to 1 for all transitions.

splitting in the lead line is 50% larger than that of the
calcium line (Fig. 3). Another similar splitting is shown
by Pb 217.0 nm (3P0-'Dj) where, however, the shift in a-
components is only one-half of the calcium Zeeman tri-
plet. .

Most of the resonance transitions used in conventional
AAS show an anomalous Zeeman effect, i.e., splitting in
more than three components. In the anomalous Zeeman
effect the splitting of the jr-components is symmetrical
to the position of the line before splitting, but a central
unshifted ^-component is not always present. Zeeman
splittings without a central ir-component are represented
by Ag 328.1 nm f/Si^P^) with a narrow hyperfine
structure and by Cu 324.8 nm ^Si/a-'PW with an ex-
tremely wide hyperfine structure. Complex Zeeman pat-
terns with a central ̂ -component present are represented

by Cr 357.9 nm <TSi-7P4) and Fe 248.3 nm f'D4-*Fs), both
without significant hyperfine structure.

Zeeman patterns of all six transitions are shown in Fig.
3 for a magnetic field strength of 6000 G. The figures are
normalized to the same wavenumber and intensity scale.
The hyperfine structure of the lines is also indicated.
With increasing field strength the Zeeman splittings in-
crease, whereas the hyperfine components, of course,
remain unaltered.

Lamp emission and atomizer absorption profiles have
been calculated from the data on lamp temperature,
atomizer temperature, Voigt a-value and red shift shown
in Table I and from the data on hyperfine structure
collected in Table II. Hyperfine splitting of chromium
and iron is not known from the literature, but these
elements consist predominantly of a single isotope with
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TABLE I. Data uKd to calculate the analytical curves.
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TABLE II. DaU on hyperfine structure, indicated by the rela-
tive poaition of the component in 10"' cm"1 and the relative
intensity between parentheaea.
Transition Hefer
(X in nm) ence

Ca 422.7 0.0 (97.9), 25.0 (2.1) 24
Pb 283.3 -345.0 (7.5), -153.0 (1.5). -81.0 123.6), 0.0 25

(52.3), 98.0 (15.1)
Ag 328.1 0.0 (12.1). 19.0 (12.9), 63.0 (36.2), 75.0 (38.8) 26
Cu 324.8 0.0 (2.1), 7.0 (1.0), 9.6 (10.8). 17.3 (4.8), 24.0 27

(30.2). 32.7 (13.5). 385.2 (4.31. 390.0 (10.8),
404.4 (10.8), 419.9 (1.9), 425.0 (4.8). 435.3
(4.8)

Cr" 357.9 0.0 (100.0)
Fe ' 248.3 0.0 (100.0)

* Hyperfine structure unknown. Since chromium and iron consist of
one even-even isotope for more than 83.8 and 91.7%, respectively,
these transitions can be approximately described as a single compo-
nent transition.

nuclear spin zero. The lamp line profile of these elements
is calculated for a Doppler temperature 1000 K to com-
pensate for small isotope splitting." Voigt a-values and
shift values have been taken from flame line profile
measurements."118

With these data analytical curves have been calculated
for different magneto-optical systems and compared with
the analytical curve observed in normal AAS (Fig. 2). It
was observed that over the range of interest all analytical
curves can be expressed as in normal AAS23' *" by a
quadratic relation:

A - Sc - Be1 (6)

where A is the absorbance and c is the solution concen-
tration of the element. Obviously, S is the slope or the
sensitivity in the limit of zero concentration, whereas B
is a measure of the nonlinearity of the analytical curve.
To facilitate the discussion of the results it is advanta-
geous to transform both coefficients into dimensionless
quantities. This is done as follows.

First, the element concentration is expressed in units
of 0.43*", which is the maximum absorbance to be ob-
served in normal AAS when an infinitely narrow laser
source is tuned to the maximum of the atomizer absorp-
tion profile. Consequently, the corresponding analytical
curve is perfectly linear and has unit sensitivity in this
representation (Fig. 2). In general, the calculations cover
the concentration range up to 0.43 *° « 2. Analytical
curves obtained with real sources have lower sensitivity
for reasons to be explained in the next section. Such
curves may, or may not be linear. As a measure of
curvature we use the quantity introduced by Wagenaar
and De Galan,23 which can be derived from equation (6)

B/S1 « {Sc - A)/S*o2 (7)

Thus, B/S? is the dimensionless reduction of the absorb-
ance at the point where the absorbance for the perfectly
linear curve would have been equal to Sc « 1.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Normal AAS. Analytical curves in AAS are per-
fectly linear when there is no variation of the absorption
coefficient within the lamp line profile.1" The analytical
curve obtained with an infinitely narrow source line
(tunable laser) positioned at maximum absorption in the
atomizer profile is a straight line. For Ag 328.1 nm this
line is presented in Fig. 2. As a result of axis selection in
units of 0.43*" this analytical curve has sensitivity S -
1.00 and curvature B/S* - 0. The analytical curve in
normal AAS demonstrates lower sensitivity which can be
explained by the silver lamp emission profile and the
atomizer absorption profile in Fig. la. Hyperfine splitting
in the lamp emission and atomizer absorption profile and
the red shift of the absorption profile lead to a variation
of the absorption profile within the lamp line profile. Due
to the integration over the entire lamp line profile ac-
cording to Eq. (5) the sensitivity S - 0.82 instead of S -
1.00 for the infinitely narrow source line. In normal AAS
sensitivity depends on the transition considered. For Fe
248.5 nm, where hyperfine structure is almost negligible,
the sensitivity S - 0.95 and for Cu 324.8 nm and Pb 283.3
nm where hyperfine splitting is wide the sensitivity S -
0.78. For the other elements the sensitivity lies between
these values. Because we want to compare different
Zeeman AAS systems mutually and with respect to nor-
mal AAS, all sensitivities observed in normal AAS have
been normalized to 1 in the following discussion.

Throughout this paper it is assumed that line profiles
and shift are the only causes of curvature in AAS. The
variation of the absorption coefficient within the lamp
line profile for Ag 328.1 nm is illustrated in Fig. la. This
variation causes 4% curvature due to the integration in
Eq. (5) and an absorbance A - 0.96 is obtained instead
of Sc - 1.00 in the absence of curvature. Curvature
increases when the variation in absorption coefficient
increases. Hyperfine splitting in the lamp emission profile
and the atomizer absorption profile and their relative
positions are different for all transitions. The curvature
fl/S2, defined according to Eq. (7), is presented in Table
III for six elements in normal AAS. For calcium, chro-
mium, and iron B/S2 is equal to 0.01. This means that
curvature is only 1%, i.e., A - 0.99 is measured where in
the absence of curvature Sc - 1.00 would be obtained.
The analytical curves of copper and lead show curvature
of 7 and 15%, respectively, which is due to the wide
hyperfine splitting in these lines. All these results agree
well with previous data.'8' °

B. Sensitivity of Analytical Curves in Zeeman
AAS. Analytical curves have been calculated in a varia-
ble and a constant magnetic field applied to the lamp or
to the atomizer, respectively. As an example, the results
of the calculations for silver will be discussed in some
detail.

/. Variable Magnetic Field. The analytical curve of
Ag 328.1 nm in a variable magnetic field of 6000 G is
demonstrated in Fig. 2. Results are equal whether the
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lamp or the furnace is subjected to the magnetic field.
The sensitivity of the analytical curve, as defined by Eq.
(6), is calculated for increasing field strength from 2000
up to 16 000 G in steps of 2000 G. Plots of sensitivity vs
magnetic field strength are presented in Pig. 4. From this
figure we can see that a magnetic field of 6000 G is strong
enough to attain 95% of the sensitivity of normal AAS.
Stronger magnetic fields raise the sensitivity to the same
value as in normal AAS. This result can be explained by
the lamp emission and atomizer absorption profiles of
Fig. 1.

In a variable magnetic field applied to the lamp the
log ratio of the intensities I.(H) and /„(// » 0) is measured
according to Eq. (1), which means that the absorbance
measured at zero field and the absorbance measured in
the maximum field are subtracted. Measurement of/„(//
- 0) is illustrated by Fig. la and is equal to normal AAS.

Measurement of/„(#) is illustrated by the o-components
of Fig. lb. For a magnetic field strong enough to shift the
a-components of the lamp emission profile away from
the atomizer absorption profile, I AH) — 1 and the result-
ing analytical curve is equal to normal AAS and the same
sensitivity is obtained. In weaker magnetic fields some
absorption of the o-components takes place by the slop-
ing flanks of the atomizer absorption profile. The sensi-
tivity is decreased by subtraction of this absorbance in
Eq. (It. As a result sensitivity decreases with decreasing
magnetic field strength and will be zero at zero magnetic
field.

Completely identical results are obtained, if the vary-
ing magnetic field is applied to the atomizer. This is clear
from Fig. lc and Eq. (2). It makes no difference whether
the lamp o-components are shifted away from the ab-
sorbing atomizer profile or the atomizer absorption pro-

TABLE III. Sensitivity and curvature in Zeeman AAS, calculated for a variable fleld and a constant field applied to the lamp or to
the absorbing atomizer.

Transition
(A in nm)
Normal AAS

95% of normal AAS sensitivity
in the variable field system

Magnetic field strength (G)
Variable field: lamp

atomizer
Constant field: lamp

atomizer

Optimum sensitivity in the con-
stant f -Id system

Magnetic field strength (G)
Variable field: lamp

atomizer
Constant field: lamp

atomizer

Magnetic field strength, 10 000

u
Variable field: lamp

atomizer
Constant field: lamp

atomizer

Sensitivity S"

Ca
422.7

1.00

10 000
0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

Pb
283.3

l.OO

8000
0.96

0.96

0.98

0.98

Ag
328.1

1.00

6 000
0.96

0.S3

4000
0.87

0.65

0.99

0.23

Cu
324.8

1.00

14 000
0.96

0.25

4000
0.50

0.67

0.74

0.15

Cr
357.9

1.00

8000
0.95

0.50

4000
0.82

0.61

0.97

0.43

Fe
248.3

1.00

14 000
0.%

0.70

8000
0.87

0.76

0.92

0.76

Curvature B/S'

Ca
422.7

0.01

10 000
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

Pb
283.3

0.15

8 000
0.16
0.15
0.16
0.16

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

Ag
328.1

0.04

6 000
0.04
0.05
0.42
0.01

4000
0.04
0.05
0.30
0.01

0.04
0.04
0.56
0.07

Cu
324.8

0.07

14 000
0.07
0.08
0.26
0.09

4000
0.07
0.15
0.18
0.15

-0.06
0.10

-3.57
-0.40

Cr
357.9

0.01

8000
0.01
0.01
0.46
0.00

4000
-0.01

0.01
0.15
0.00

0.01
0.01
0.60
0.00

Fe
248.3

0.01

14 000
0.01
0.01
0.15
0.00

8000
0.00
0.01
0.06
0.00

0.01
0.01
0.08
0.00

* Sensitivity has been normalized to S - 1.00 in normal AAS.

Ag 328.1 nm
variable field

'Constant field

8000 12000 W>
Magnetic field strength, gauss

FIG. A. Plots of sensitivity VB magnetic field strength for Ag 328.1 nm. Sensitivities are normalized to 1 for normal AAS. In a variable magnetic field
sensitivity increases to the limiting value S - 1.00 and in a constant field sensitivity goes through a maximum at 4000 G.
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file o-components from the lamp emission profile, as far
as the slope of the analytical curve is concerned.

Qualitatively, a similar behavior is observed for all
transitions: when the magnetic field is strong enough to
shift the o-components away from the zero field profiles,
the sensitivity of normal AAS is always attained, irre-
spective of whether the magnetic field is applied to the
lamp or to the atomizer. However, the field strength
required to approach the sensitivity of normal AAS to
within 5% may differ from one transition to another.
Such differences arise from differences in Zeeman split-
ting patterns and hyperfine structure between various
transitions. This is demonstrated by the data in Table
III.

For example, the calcium line, with a fairly narrow
normal Zeeman splitting requires a magnetic field of
10 000 G. The normal Zeeman splitting of the lead line
is 50% wider (Fig. 3), so that a minimum field strength of
6700 G might be expected. Due to the opposing action of
the hyperfine structure the actual value is 8000 G (Fig.
5). An equally moderate field is sufficient for the complex,
but wide, Zeeman pattern of the Cr line, whereas the
much narrower Zeeman pattern of the Fe line (Fig. 3)
requires a magnetic field of 14 000 G. Despite a wide
Zeeman splitting an equally high value is necessary for
the copper line, in this case due to the widely separated
hyperfine components. Nevertheless, it is obvious that
with a variable magnetic field it is always possible to
reach the sensitivity of normal AAS, independent of the
splitting pattern or the hyperfine structure.

2. Constant Magnetic Field. The analytical curve of
Ag 328.1 nm in a constant magnetic field of 6000 G is
presented in Fig. 2. Results are equal again for the
magnetic field appjied to the lamp or to the atomizer as
far as the slope of the curve at zero concentration is
concerned. Plots of sensitivity vs magnetic field strength
are given in Fig. 4. From this figure we can see that the
sensitivity first increases and then decreases again with
magnetic field strength. Maximum sensitivity is reached
at 4000 G. This behavior can be explained from the
profiles in Fig. 1. In a constant magnetic field applied to
the lamp the log ratio of the intensities /-(//) and IJH)
is measured according to Eq. (3). Measurement of l.(H)

Pb 283.3 nm

4000 8000 12OD0 16000

Magnetic field strength. gauss
F I G . !i . Plots of sensitivity vs magnetic field strength fur Pb 283.3 rim.
Because of the normal Zeeman effect in lead a single curve covers the
result* for a variable and a constant magnetic field applied to the lamp
or to the atomizer

is illustrated by the lamp line ^-components of Fig. lb.
The Zeeman splitting in the silver sr-components depends
on the magnetic field strength and causes the lamp 77-
components to shift slowly away from the absorbing
atomizer profile, which means that the absorbance of ir-
components decreases with increasing magnetic field
strength. Measurement of IJH) is illustrated by the o-
components of Fig. lb. The absorbance of the o-compo-
nents decreases more rapidly with increasing magnetic
field strength. When the magnetic field is strong enough
to remove fully the o-components of the lamp line profile
from the absorbing atomizer profile, there will be no
remaining absorbance of the o-components, i.e., no re-
duction in sensitivity due to the subtraction in Eq. (31.

However, it is impossible to shift away the o-compo-
nents without increasing the splitting in the jr-compo-
nents. Because the o-components are moving more rap-
idly than the ir-components, initially the absorbance
difference increases with increasing field strength. When
the o-components are shifted to a large extent their
absorbance is very low and the decreasing absorbance of
the shifting ^-components predominates. As a result the
sensitivity passes through a maximum. In the example of
silver this maximum sensitivity is reached at 4000 G and
is equal to only 65% of the sensitivity in normal AAS. At
a magnetic field strength of 10 000 G the sensitivity is
reduced to 23% of normal AAS and at 16 000 G to no
more than 7%.

Such behavior is not observed for transitions display-
ing a normal Zeeman effect, because the single ir-com-
ponent retains its central position at all field strengths.
In fact, for such transitions there is no difference between
a variable magnetic field and a constant magnetic field.
Because there is no splitting in the ^-component there is
no difference between IAH - 0) and I AH). Eqs. (1) and
(3) become equal and so do Eqs. (2) and (4). Results on
sensitivity are equal for the magnetic field applied to the
lamp and to the atomizer for the same reasons discussed
in connection to the calculations on silver. In Fig. 5 a
single plot of sensitivity vs magnetic field strength covers
all Zeeman AAS systems for the Pb 283.3 nm transition.

Zeeman AAS determinations of lead have been per-
formed at 283.3 nm in a constant magnetic field of 10 000
G applied to the lamp by Koizumi and Yasuda" and in a
constant magnetic field of 11 000 G applied to the at-
omizer by the Koizumi et al." Grassam et al" applied a
constant magnetic field of 2000 and 8000 G to the furnace
to determine lead at 283.3nm ('P,,-'P,). At first sight the
choice of this transition may seem illogical, because in
normal AAS the lead line at 217.0 nm <'Pi,-'D,) is twice
as sensitive. However, the Zeeman splitting of the 217.0
nm line is only half that of the calcium triplet. With
reference to the data in Table III this means that a field
strength of over 20 000 G would be required to attain
95% of this enhanced sensitivity. This is out of the range
of normally applied permanent or electromagnets. On
the other hand, the Zeeman splitting of the 283.3 nm line
is three-halves that of the calcium triplet, so that normal
sensitivity is readily obtained with magnetic fields of
8000 G (Fig. 5). For this reason, the 283.3 nm line is to be
preferred for Zeeman AAS despite its intrinsically lower
sensitivity. Sensitivities of the Pb 283.3 nm analytical
curves obtained by Grassam et al." at zero field, 2000 G
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and 8000 G are in agreement with the calculated sensi-
tivities shown in Fig. 5.

In all transitions with an anomalous Zeeman effect
sensitivity depends on the magnetic field strength in a
similar way as discussed for silver. Sensitivity first in-
creases and then decreases with increasing magnetic field
strength. The maximum attainable sensitivity is different
for all transitions but always lower than in normal AAS.
The magnetic field strength where maximum sensitivity
is reached depends on the hyperfine structure and the
Zeeman splitting of the transition. Because in the present
calculations the magnetic field strength has been changed
in steps of 2000 G, the optimum magnetic field strengths
reported in Table III are only an approximation and the
maximum sensitivity may be slightly higher than the
results presented in this table. For silver, copper, and
chromium maximum sensitivity in a constant magnetic
field is attained at 4000 G and amounts to 65, 67, and
61% of the sensitivity in normal AAS, respectively. For
iron a maximum sensitivity of 76% of the sensitivity in
normal AAS is reached at 8000 G.

Table HI includes data on the sensitivity of a variable
magnetic field of the strength, found to be optimal in the
constant field situation. For silver, chromium, and iron it
amounts to 87, 82 and 87% of normal AAS sensitivity.
Even in these rather weak variable fields sensitivity is
still better than the maximum attainable sensitivity in
the constant field. Only for copper is the variable field
sensitivity at 4000 G lower than the constant field sensi-
tivity at the same magnetic field strength. This is an
accidental result of the wide hyperfine splitting in this
transition (Fig. 3).

On the other hand, the sensitivity has also been cal-
culated for the constant field at the magnetic field
strength used to attain at least 95% of the sensitivity of
normal AAS in the variable field system. At this field
strength sensitivity in the constant field is much lower
than the maximum attainable value and varies from 25%
for copper to 70% for iron.

Finally, Table III presents sensitivities for a constant
magnetic field of 10 000 G, which is close to the perma-
nent magnetic field of 11 000 G used by Koizumi and
Yasuda.9 As expected, analytical curves show lower sen-
sitivity than the maximum that can be reached when the
field strength is adjustable, i.e., when an electromagnet
is used. For some transitions (Ag, Cu) the result is quite
dramatic: a four- to sixfold loss in sensitivity in compar-
ison with normal AAS or Zeeman AAS employing a
variable field.

Uchida and Hattori" calculated sensitivities of analyt-
ical curves for constant and variable magnetic fields up
to 6000 G, applied to the atomizer. The calculations were
performed for six different Zeeman patterns but not
directed to specific transitions. Typical lamp emission
and atomizer absorption profiles were used and hyperfine
structure was not taken into account. Nevertheless, for
the variable field directed parallel to the optical axis and
for the constant field their results are in qualitative
agreement with our calculations. Due to the neglect of
hyperfine splitting the maximum sensitivity in the con-
stant field was reached at about 2000 G for all Zeeman
patterns. In the variable field 95% of the sensitivity in
normal AAS is reached at about 4000 G for all Zeeman

splitting patterns. For the transversal variable field
Uchida and Hattori1" calculate lower sensitivities than
for the longitudinal variable field because they do not
reject ir-radiation with an appropriate polarizer.'4

3. Conclusion. From the results on sensitivity calcu-
lations it is obvious that there is no difference in sensitiv-
ity for the magnetic field applied to the primary source
of radiation or to the absorbing atomizer.

Only in the case of a normal Zeeman effect is there no
difference between a variable and a constant magnetic
field: sensitivity increases with increasing magnetic field
strength and for most elements reaches normal AAS
sensitivity at 10 000 G.

In the case of an anomalous Zeeman effect, i.e., for
most of the transitions used in ordinary AAS, results are
quite different for a variable or a constant field. In a
variable magnetic field sensitivity of normal AAS is
always obtainable when the magnetic field is strong
enough, independent of the Zeeman splitting pattern. In
a variable magnetic field of 10 000 G a sensitivity of at
least 90% of the normal AAS sensitivity is attained for
nearly all elements. However, in a constant magnetic
field sensitivity first increases and then decreases, but
this sensitivity is always lower than in normal AAS. The
magnetic field required to obtain optimum sensitivity in
this case varies with the transition in concern. Conse-
quently, it is not possible to obtain optimum sensitivity
for all elements with a single permanent magnet. A fairly
strong field, as used in the Hitachi instrument,9 is good
for transitions with a normal Zeeman effect and accept-
able only for transitions with an anomalous Zeeman
effect when a central v-component is present (compare
Fe, Cr); it is unacceptable for transitions with an anom-
alous Zeeman pattern without a central ^-component
(Ag, Cu). For this reason an electromagnet must be
preferred over a permanent magnet, because it offers the
opportunity to adjust the field strength for optimum
sensitivity. Even then, the sensitivity in constant mag-
netic fields may be up to 40% lower than in a periodically
varying field.

C. Curvature of Analytical Curves in Zeeman
AAS, For all analytical curves discussed in the previous
section curvature has been calculated in units of B/S2

according to Eq. (7). Results are presented in Table III.
As an example, the results of the calculations on silver
will be discussed more thoroughly. In Fig. 6 plots of
curvature vs magnetic field strength are shown for Ag
328.1 nm which is typical for all transitions investigated.

1. Variable Magnetic Field. The analytical curve of
Ag 328.1 nm in a variable magnetic field of 6000 G is
shown in Fig. 2. The same analytical curve is obtained
whether the magnetic field is applied to the lamp or to
the atomizer. The detailed results in Fig. 6 demonstrate
that indeed for field strengths over 4000 G curvature of
the Ag 328.1 nm analytical curve is equal for the variable
field applied to the lamp or to the atomizer. The curva-
ture is also equal to that in normal AAS, i.e., B/S* »
0.04. Only in very weak magnetic fields is curvature
different from normal AAS and also different for the
magnetic field applied to the lamp or to the atomizer.

This result can be explained from the lamp emission
and atomizer absorption profiles in Fig. 1. In a variable
magnetic field applied to the lamp the log ratio of the
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FIG. 6. Plots of curvature vs magnetic field strength for Ag 328.1 run.
In a variable magnetic field applied to the lamp 10 0> and to the
atomizer ( • • ) curvature is equal to normal AAS when the mag-
netic field exceeds 4000 G. A constant magnetic Field applied to the
lamp 40 O) shows strong curvature and in a constant field applied
to the atomizer ( • • ) curvature is within twice the normal AAS
curvature. Curvature in normal AAS is indicated at zero magnetic field
strength (•).

intensities /„(//) and L{H = 0) is measured according to
Eq. (1), i.e., absorbance measured in zero field and in
maximum field are subtracted. In a strong magnetic field
the lamp emission profile o-components are shifted away
from the atomizer absorption profile (Fig. lb). In Eq. (1)
there is no contribution of the o-component absorbance.
Curvature is consequently due to curvature in zero field
absorbance measurements, i.e., equal to normal AAS. At
lower magnetic field strength, however, the lamp emis-
sion o-components will partly overlap the absorption
profile and absorption takes place. Within the lamp emis-
sion o-component profiles the absorption coefficient var-
ies, so that due to the integration in Eq. (5) curvature is
introduced in the o-absorbance. The influence of curva-
ture in o-absorbance on the analytical curve depends on
the amount of o-absorbance. Due to subtraction of zero
field absorbance and o-absorbance according to Eq. (1),
the resulting analytical curve can show positive or nega-
tive curvature. In Ag 328.1 nm at 2000 G the analytical
curve bends away from the concentration axis. Curvature
is -26%, i.e., an absorbance of 1.26 is found when in the
absence of curvature Sc — 1.00 is measured. Strong
curvature of this type only occurs in weak magnetic fields
where o-component absorbance is rather strong.

Alternatively, when the magnetic field is applied to the
atomizer the log ratio of intensities /„(//) and /„(// - 0)
is measured according to Eq. (2). Absorbance measured
at zero field and at maximum field are again subtracted.
In strong magnetic fields the o-components of the ab-
sorbing profile are shifted away from the lamp emission
profile (Fig. lc) and curvature is again completely deter-
mined by the zero field absorbance measurement. Con-
sequently, in this case too, curvature is equal to that in
normal AAS. In weaker magnetic fields the absorbing
atomizer o-components partly overlap the lamp emission
line profile and absorption of the o-components occurs.

Curvature in this o-component absorbance depends on
the variation of the absorption coefficient over the lamp
line profile. The influence of this curvature on the ana-
lytical curve depends on the contribution of o-absorbance
in Eq. (2). For silver at 2000 G the curvature in o-
component absorbance is almost zero when the field is
applied to the atomizer, because of the wide atomizer
absorbing profiles. The curvature in zero field absorbance
is 4% (compare normal AAS). After subtraction of the
o-component absorbance at non-zero field [Eq. (2)] this
effect is strongly enhanced, because in this weak field the
sensitivity of the analytical curve is reduced to half its
normal value (Fig. 4). Consequently, the curvature ex-
pressed as B/S2 is raised to +15% and the analytical
curve is noticeably bent toward the concentration axis.

Results on curvature for all six transitions are collected
in Table III. For strong magnetic fields, found earlier to
produce 95% of normal AAS sensitivity, the curvature in
a variable magnetic field is virtually equal to that of
normal AAS. In fact, this situation is reached already at
substantially lower fields of about 4000 G. This is clear
from the data for field strengths that produce optimum
sensitivity in the constant field situation. In all cases
there is no difference in curvature between a field applied
to the lamp or to the atomizer, because only the shift in
o-components influences the curvature in the varying
field system.

The only exception is copper, where the extremely
wide separation of the hyperfine components accounts
for the unusual result of negative curvature. Even here,
the otherwise normal situation is restored at higher field
strengths (16 000 G).

2. Constant Magnetic Field. The analytical curves of
Ag 328.1 nm in a constant magnetic field of 6000 G
applied to the lamp and to the atomizer are presented in
Fig. 2. The slopes of the curves at zero concentration are
equal, but curvature is appreciably stronger when the
magnetic field is applied to the lamp. The more extensive
data in Fig. 6 show that this difference is not restricted
to a field of 6000 G but is observed at all field strengths.
Indeed, at 6000 G curvature is only 1% when the magnetic
field is applied to the atomizer, but 42% for the field
applied to the lamp. This result can be explained by
considering the profiles of Fig. 1.

In a constant magnetic field applied to the lamp the
log ratio of the intensities /„(//) and L(H) is measured
according to Eq. (3), i.e., the absorbance measured with
the ^-components of Fig. lb and the absorbance meas-
ured with the o-components of Fig. lb are subtracted. In
strong magnetic fields the o-components of the lamp line
profile are removed outside the absorption profile, o-
Component absorbance then has no influence on curva-
ture. This is reached for a constant magnetic field of at
least 4000 G for the same reasons discussed in connection
with the variable field. Curvature is now exclusively
determined by the curvature in ̂ -component absorbance.
However, due to the splitting in the ^-components of
silver the integration ol the intensity in Eq. (5) is ex-
tended over the slopes of the absorbing profile. For this
reason the variation in the absorption coefficient over
the lamp line profile is very strong and causes increased
curvature in the resulting analytical curves.

At a magnetic field of 10 000 G it reaches a value of
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fl/S2 = 0.55 which means that an absorbance of only 0.45
is measured instead of the linearly extrapolated value of
Sc - 1.00. This represents a severely bent analytical
curve, indeed.

On the other hand, in a very weak field of 2000 G the
curvature in the silver o-components is also strong and
the contribution of curvature in o-absorbance to the
resulting analytical curve outweighs the curvature in w-
component absorbance. The resulting analytical curve is
bent away from the concentration axis due to subtraction
of o-component absorbance from ^-component absorb-
ance in Eq. (3) (B/S* - -0.10).

In Table III curvature is shown for all transitions
considered. Only in the case of a normal Zeeman effect,
as in calcium and lead, is curvature equal to the variable
field system, i.e., equal to normal AAS. For the other
transitions, with anomalous Zeeman patterns, the cur-
vature is considerably higher than in normal AAS when
a constant magnetic field is applied to the lamp. The
relative overlap of the lamp emission and atomizer ab-
sorption profiles for either the n-component or the o-
component absorbance varies with the magnetic field
strength. The resulting curvature also depends on the
hyperfine structure of the transition. Very strong curva-
ture is observed for a magnetic field of 10 000 G and for
magnetic fields required to attain 95% of normal AAS
sensitivity with the variable field system. Only for the
weaker constant magnetic fields selected to attain opti-
mum sensitivity is curvature moderate, although even
then it is much stronger than in normal AAS. The
curvature varies from 6% in iron (1% in normal AAS) to
30% in silver (4% in normal AAS). The analytical curve
of copper is extremely bent upward at 10 000 G (-357%)
but at 4000 G and 14 000 G curvature is 18 and 26%,
respectively. The strong curvature at 10 000 G is due to
the wide hyperfine structure in the copper transition,
which causes a strong variation of the absorption coeffi-
cient within the lamp line o-components at that field
strength.

When the magnetic field is applied to the atomizer,
the log ratio of the intensities HH) and IJH) is meas-
ured according to Eq. (4). The absorbance measured with
the o-components of Pig. lc is subtracted from the ab-
sorbance measured with the ^-components of Pig. 1c. In
a magnetic field of at least 4000 G o-component absorb-
ance will not influence the curvature of the resulting
analytical curve for the same arguments as in the variable
field system. Curvature thus depends only on w-compo-
nent absorbance. From Fig. lc it is obvious that over the
narrow lamp line profile there is only a small variation in
the 7r-component of the absorption profile. This variation
depends on the splitting in Zeeman w-components, the
hyperfine structure of the transition, and the shift. For
Ag 328.1 nm at 6000 G the resulting curvature is only 1%;
it is increased to 7% at 12 000 G and reduced to 3% at a
still further increase of the field strength. In a weak
magnetic field of 2000 G curvature is influenced by both
IT- and o-component absorbance which results in a cur-
vature of 10%. This is almost equal to the variable field
situation at 2000 G because this weak magnetic field
causes the w-component of the absorption profile to
broaden so that the curvature in ^-component absorb-
ance is almost equal to the curvature in zero field ab-

sorbance.
The complete results in Table III demonstrate that

with a constant field applied to the atomizer the observed
curvature closely resembles that of normal AAS. For iron
and chromium the results are even better: zero curvature
indicates perfectly linear analytical curves for these tran-
sitions in magnetic fields equal to and.greater than 4000
G. This is a favorable result of the complex Zeeman
pattern (Fig. 3) that causes a strong broadening of the
absorption profile of the ^-component. Consequently,
there is virtually no variation of the absorption coefficient
over the narrow lamp emission line.

A similar situation occurs for silver at weak to moder-
ate magnetic fields. However, at strong fields (10 000 O)
the ^-component of the absorption profile is split in two
(Fig. 3), which produces a slightly enhanced curvature.
For copper the situation is complicated by the wide
hyperfine pattern. As a result, curvature is moderately
positive at 4000 G, strongly negative at 10 000 G. and
comparable to normal AAS only at a high field of 14 000
G.

In all analytical curves calculated for the constant field
applied to the atomizer curvature is between zero and
twice the curvature of normal AAS.

3. Conclusion. In a variable magnetic field applied to
the lamp or to the atomizer curvature is equal to normal
AAS when the magnetic field is strong enough to shift
the o-components away from the absorbing profile. The
magnetic field should be at least 4000 G for all transitions
investigated. This conclusion is equally valid for the
normal Zeeman effect and for the anomalous Zeeman
effect.

In a constant magnetic field applied to the atomizer
curvature is lower than in normal AAS for transitions
where a central ir-eomponent is present in the Zeeman
splitting pattern. When a central 17-component is absent
there are small variations in curvature in stronger fields.
However, curvature is not far from normal AAS values.
' By contrast, when a constant magnetic field is applied
to the lamp serious curvature is found for all transitions
that show an anomalous Zeeman effect. Curvature up to
60% has been calculated at 10 000 G (chromium). In the
magnetic fields selected to attain maximum sensitivity,
curvature is lower but still up to 30% (silver).

However, even though strong curvature has been ob-
served in some cases, none of the analytical curves cal-
culated so far displays a maximum of the type reported
by Grassam el al

Indeed, within the restrictions of the present analysis
no inversion of analytical curves is found even if the
magnetic field is as weak as 2000 G. As will be shown in
our next paper, such maxima do occur in practical Zee-
man AAS systems as a result of readout facilities, when
the concentration range is extended far beyond the usual
range.

m. CONCLUSION

From the calculations on analytical curves in Zeeman
AAS it is clear that optimum results on sensitivity and
curvature are obtained when a variable magnetic field is
employed. This may be applied to the lamp or to the
atomizer, but from the point of view of background
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correction the latter system is preferred.14 When the
magnetic field is strong enough (about 10 000 G), the
sensitivity and the curvature are equal to the values
observed in normal AAS for all transitions.

In a constant magnetic field applied to the lamp or to
the atomizer sensitivity is lower than in normal AAS in
the case of an anomalous Zeeman effect, i.e., for most of
the transitions used in conventional AAS. The sensitivity
first increases and then decreases with increasing mag-
netic field strength. Maximum sensitivity is reached at a
magnetic field strength which, in principle, is different
for each transition. The decrease in sensitivity in stronger
fields is more pronounced when no central ^-component
is present in the Zeeman splitting pattern. Curvature is
almost equal to normal AAS for. the constant magnetic
field applied to the atomizer, but curvature is much
stronger when the field is applied to the lamp. For reasons
of curvature a constant magnetic field should be applied
to the atomizer and to maximize sensitivity in all transi-
tions an adjustable electromagnet is preferred over a
permanent magnet. However, the maximized sensitivity
is lower than the sensitivity in normal AAS and in the
variable magnetic field.

Combining the results of our previous paper'4 with
those of the present calculations, we conclude that the
most promising Zeeman AAS system employs a variable
magnetic field of 10 000 G applied to the atomizer and
directed parallel to the optical axis. Double beam back-
ground correction is performed utilizing a single lamp
(hollow cathode lamp or electrodeless discharge lamp).
Background absorption may be wavelength dependent
because correction is performed at exactly the wave-
length of the analyte absorption measurement. In this
Zeeman AAS system no polarizer is required, i.e., mea-
surements are performed with the entire lamp intensity.
Polarization in the optical system cannot influence the
measurements. Moreover, sensitivity and curvature are

equal to those of normal AAS for all element transitions.
The present analysis represents the limiting situation

of perfect optics and electronics. For this situation no
maxima are observed in the analytical curve over the
usual concentration range. The analysis of an extended
concentration range and imperfect readout facilities will
be presented in our next paper.
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Chapter 4

The shape of analytical curves in Zeeman atomic

absorption spectroscopy I . Theoretical analysis

and experimental evidence for absorption maximum

in the analytical curve *

Abstract — The analysis of the shape of analytical curves in Zeeman atomic absorption spectroscopy has

been extended towards higher concentrations. Non-linearity in the conventional atomic absorption signal due

to stray light or non-linear electronic response causes both theoretically calculated and experimental

analytical curves in Zeeman atomic absorption to go through a maximum at a certain concentration.

The height and the position of the maximum depend on the magnetic system used, the strength of the

magnetic field and the amount of non-linearity. In all magnetic systems the maximum attainable absorbance

is enhanced by increasing the magnetic field strength and decreasing the amount of non-linearity.

Over the normal concentration range a maximum in the Zeeman atomic absorption analytical curve only

occurs under the extreme conditions of a very weak magnetic field and strong non-linearity. Ultimately,

however, all Zeeman atomic absorption analytical curves pass through a maximum unless the optics and elec-

tronics are perfect. For practical systems strong ac modulated magnetic fields are to be prefered over dc

magnetic fields.

I. INTRODUCTION

In our previous analysis [1] of the shape of analytical curves in Zeeman ato-

mic absorption spectroscopy (ZAAS) we concluded that optimum results on sensi-

tivity and curvature are obtained when a variable (ac) magnetic field is em-

ployed. From the point of view of accuracy in background correction the magne-

tic field should be applied to the atomizer [2] . The strength of the magnetic

field should be about 10 kG. In such a ZAAS system the sensitivity and curva-

ture are equal to the values observed in normal atomic absorption spectrometry

(AAS) for all transitions. On the other hand, when a constant (dc) magnetic

field is applied to the lamp or to the atomizer, the sensitivity is lower than

in normal AAS in the case of an anomalous Zeeman pattern, i.e. for most tran-

sitions used in conventional AAS. The sensitivity varies with the strength of

the magnetic field, but never reaches normal AAS sensitivity. Curvature is al-

most equal to normal AAS for the constant magnetic field applied to the atomi-

M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Applied Spectroscopy,

juli - august 1980, in press.
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zer, but curvature is much stronger when the constant magnetic field is applied

to the lamp.

Experimental data presented by Grassam et al. [3] show that analytical

curves in ZAAS may pass through a maximum and bend back towards the concentra-

tion axis. This phenomenon is not observed in conventional AAS. Our previous

analysis of the shape of ZAAS analytical curves [1] did not predict analytical

curves to pass through a maximum. However all curves were calculated for the

limiting situation of perfect optics and electronics and restricted to the

usual concentration range.

The observation that analytical curves may pass through a maximum would

seriously affect the applicability of ZAAS, because in that case an observed

ZAAS signal no longer signifies an unique concentration.

In the present study the limitations of perfect optics and electronics

are removed and the calculations of analytical curves are extended to much

higher concentrations. It will be demonstrated that non-ideal optics or elec-

tronics form a principle reason for ZAAS analytical curves to pass through a

maximum. Although such a maximum need not occur over the normal concentration

range, it will ultimately be observed in all ZAAS systems. However, from an

analysis of theoretical as well as experimental analytical curves it will be-

come clear that here too ZAAS systems using an ac modulated magnetic field are

superior to systems employing a permanent or dc magnetic field.

II. ANALYTICAL CURVES OVER AN EXTENDED CONCENTRATION RANGE

Analytical curves have been calculated for normal AAS and for various ZAAS

systems, utilizing an ac or a dc magnetic field applied to either the lamp or

to the absorbing atomizer. Just as in our previous paper [l] the following

conditions are formulated.

a. The optical system has facilities to correct for atomizer radiation.

b. Within the spectral bandpass of the optical system there is only one

line capable of being absorbed by the analyte.

c. The spectral bandwidth is assumed to be wide enough to transmit all rele-

vant radiation, even in strong magnetic fields.

d. In the case of a constant magnetic field the optical system displays no

preference to either n- or cr-polarization.

In this section we assume the optical and electronic system to be perfect, so

that the shape of the normal AAS analytical curve is completely determined by

the lamp emission and atomizer absorption profile. In addition, the shape of
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the ZAAS analytical curve is also influenced by the magnetic system used to

achieve background correction.

The calculation of ZAAS analytical curves can be explained on the basis

of the simplified expression derived in Part I [1]

log I2/Ij = Aj-A2 = 0.43[k^-k2] -\- nA (1)

Here I. denotes either the ir-component intensity in the constant magnetic

field system or the zero field intensity in the ac field system. I- denotes

a-component intensity at the imposed (maximum) field in both magnetic systems.

Again these intensities contain contributions of all hyperfine components and

Zeeman components integrated over the whole spectral bandwidth. In a similar

way ir-component or zero field absorbance is denoted by A and a-component ab-

sorbance by A_. The ir-component or zero field absorption coefficient is deno-

ted by k., whereas a-component absorbance is denoted by k_. Eq. (1) is valid

for the magnetic field applied to the lamp as well as to the atomizer.

Just as in Part I [1] the element concentration is expressed in units of

0.43k . This is the maximum absorbance to be observed in normal AAS when an

infinitely narrow laser source is tuned to the maximum of the atomizer absorp-

tion profile. Consequently, the corresponding analytical curve is perfectly

linear and has unit sensitivity. Analytical curves obtained with real sources

have somewhat lower sensitivity because there is a variation in the atomizer

absorption profile within the lamp emission profile [4, 5]. For the same rea-

son the analytical curve is not perfectly linear. Whereas in Part I the analy-

tical curves were restricted to a concentration range of 0.43k = 2, most of

our present calculations cover the concentration range up to 0.43ka = 10.

Normal AAS analytical curves for Ag 328.1 nm over this concentration range

are shown in Fig. 1 for various amounts of stray light. In the absence of stray

light the analytical curve increases throughout the concentration range. The

sensitivity, i.e. the slope of the analytical curve at zero concentration, is

0.82. At concentration 0.43ka = 10 the ordinate scale reads 5.40 AU, which

means that the lamp light intensity is reduced to 4.10 of the incident lamp

light intensity. When the electronic readout would be perfectly linear down

to this low intensity, the indicated absorbance would be 5.40 AU. For other

transitions the analytical curves would be slightly different due to minor va-

[1] M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Appl. Spectrosc. J33, 616 (1979).

[2] M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Spectrochim. Acta 33B, 495

(1978).
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Fig. 1. Analytical curves in normal AAS calculated for Ag 328.1 nm in the presence of variable

amounts of stray light.

riations in lamp emission and atomizer absorption profiles. However, in the

absence of stray light the analytical curve in normal AAS keeps increasing for

any transition.

ZAAS analytical curves for Ag 328.1 nm in a constant magnetic field of A

kG applied to the furnace are presented in Fig. 2 under the same conditions of

6.0

4.0-

s
!2.0

Ag 328.1 nm stray light %

0

0.1

1

10

5.0 10.0
Concentration. 0.43 k a

Fig. 2. ZAAS analytical curves for Ag 328.1 nm in a de magnetic field of <• kG applied to the
atomizer, in the presence of variable amounts of stray light. For comparison, the dashed line
shows the analytical curve for normal AAS in the absence of stray light.

perfectly linear electronics. It is important to note that in the absence of

stray light the analytical curve again keeps rising. The slope of the curve at

zero concentration is 0.53 and at a concentration of 0.43ka = 10 the absorban-

ce is 5.20 AU. This indicates a nearly exact linear analytical curve. In fact,
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in this particular case the curvature is much less than in normal AAS for rea-

sons discussed in pare I [1]. Similar analytical curves have also been calcu-

lated for other ZAAS systems. The sensitivity and the curvature strongly de-

pend on the strength of the magnetic field, the type of magnet used and the

position of the magnet. But for perfect optics and electronics all analytical

curves in ZAAS keep increasing, just as in normal AAS.

III. INFLUENCE OF STRAY LIGHT ON THE ANALYTICAL CURVES

In actual AA practice, neither the optics nor the electronics are perfect.

Some stray light is always present and over a certain absorbance the response

of the readout system becomes non-linear. Either situation can be accomodated

in the calculations by simulating a certain amount of stray light.

A. Conventional AAS

In normal AAS the influence of stray light, i.e. non-absorbed source lines or

furnace radiation, on analytical curves is well known. As a result, the sensi-

tivity is reduced, the analytical curve becomes bended and will ultimately

reach a limiting absorbance value [6]. The analytical curve may be expressed

in a simplified way as

A = log (I + I )/(I + I ) (2)
o s t s

where I and I denote the analyte line intensity before and after absorption,

respectively, and I is the contribution of stray light,
s

Over the normal concentration range the analytical curve can be expressed

as in normal AAS by a quadratic relation [4, 7] ,

A = Sc - Be2 (3)

where A is the absorbance and c is the solution concentration of the element.

S is the sensitivity or the slope in the limit of zero concentration, whereas

B is a measure of the non-linearity of the analytical curve derived from Eq.

(3) as

B/S2 = (Sc - A)/S2c2 (4)
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2
Thus B/S is the dimensionless reduction of the absorbance at the point where

the absorbance for the perfectly linear curve would have been equal to Sc = I.

From Eq. (2) it is easily derived that the sensitivity at zero concentra-

tion in normal AAS will be decreased to 0.91 of its original value in the pre-

sence of 10% stray light. Fig. 1 shows the analytical curves for silver at

0.1%, 1% and 10% stray light. The slope of the analytical curve and the limi-

ting absorbance value are lowered with increasing amounts of stray light.

Table I presents data on the sensitivity and curvature for lead, silver and

chromium in the absence of stray light and in the presence of 10% stray light.
2

The curvature B/S defined by Eq. (4) increases with the increasing con-

tribution of stray light (see Table I). In the absence of stray light the

curvature is 15% for lead, 4% for silver and 1% for chromium. The presence of

10% stray light raises the curvature to 30%, 22% and 20% respectively.

B. Zeeman AAS

The influence of stray light on analytical curves in Zeeman AAS has been in-

vestigated for the analytical curves of lead (normal Zeeman effect), silver

(anomalous Zeeman effect without a central ir-component present) and chromium

(anomalous Zeeman effect with a central 7r-component).

1. Sensitivity

The results for the sensitivity are equal whether the magnetic field is applied

to the lamp or to the atomizer but different for ac magnetic fields compared

to dc fields. As an example plots of Ag 328.1 nm analytical curves in a dc

magnetic field of 4 kG are shown in Fig. 2. We consider first the usual con-

centration range extending from 0.43k = 0 to 0.43k = 2. Within this concen-

tration range it is obvious that the ZAAS sensitivity is lower than the nor-

mal AAS sensitivity [l]. In Table I full results of the calculations for lead,

silver and chromium in a variable and a constant magnetic field of 10 kG are

presented. Without stray light sensitivity in the variable field is at least

97% of normal AAS. Due to 10% stray light S = 0.90 which is close to S = 0.91

for normal AAS at 10% stray light. In a constant magnetic field of 10 kG lead

gives results equal to the variable field situation, because of its normal

Zeeman effect. For silver and chromium the sensitivity in the absence of stray

light is only 0.23 and 0.43 respectively. The addition of stray light reduces

the sensitivity even more. As a general conclusion it can be stated that the

influence of stray light on the limiting sensitivity at zero concentration is

similar to that observed in normal AAS.
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Tabel I, Influence of stray light on sensitivity and curvature of analytical curves in ZAAS» calculated for a

magnetic field strength of 10 kC,

stray light

%

0

10

transition

U in

Fb 283

Ag 328

Cr 357

Pb 283

Ag 32B

Cr 357

nm)

.3

.1

.9

.3

,1

.9

normal AAS

S ( a )

1,00

1.00

1.00

0.91

0.91

0.91

B/S2(b>

0.1S

o.ou

0.01

0.30

0.22

0.20

lamD

S

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

in the

ac

98

99

97

90

90

89

B/S2

0.15

o.on

0.01

0.31

0.22

0.21

magnetic

0

0

0

0

0

0

dc

S

.98

.23

.13

.90

.21

.to

field

B/S2

0.15

0.56

0.60

0.31

0.73

0.77

atomizer in

ac

S

0.98

0.99

0.97

0.90

0.90

0.89

B/S2

0.15

0.01

0.01

0.31

0.22

0.21

the magnetic field

dc

S

0.98

0.23

0.13

0.90

0.21

O.UO

B/S2

0.15

0.07

0.00

0.31

0.22

0.17

(a) Sensitivity has been normalized to 1.00 in normal AAS.

2. Curvature

Results on curvature are also presented in Table I. In a variable magnetic

field, applied to either the lamp or the atomizer, the curvature in the pre-

sence of stray light is equal to the curvature observed in normal AAS for an

equal amount of stray light. In strong magnetic fields there is no contribu-

tion of CT-component absorbance to the analytical curve so that curvature is

completely determined by the zero field absorbance, i.e. curvature is equal to

normal AAS.

In a constant magnetic field similar results are obtained but only when

the field is applied to the atomizer The data in Table I show that in all ca-

ses curvature is almost equal to that observed in normal AAS subjected to the

same amount of stray light.

By contrast, if a aonstant magnetic field is applied to the lamp the cur-

vature becomes much more pronounced for transitions with an anomalous Zeeman

pattern. The already strong curvature in TT-component absorbance discussed in

the previous section is still further increased by the presence of stray

light. Even a moderate amount of 10% stray light raises the curvature for sil-

ver and chromium from some 20% in normal AAS to about 75% in this ZAAS confi-

guration.

Thus, it is clear that the phenomenon of stray light leads to pronounced

non-linearity in the analytical curves of both normal AAS and ZAAS. However,

for the conditions and concentration ranges considered in Table I no analyti-

cal curve presents a maximum. On the other hand, the examples in Fig. 2 show
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that such a maximum does occur if the concentration range is extended to much

higher values. This will be analysed in the next section.

IV. MAXIMA IN ANALYTICAL CURVES

In Zeeman atomic absorption spectroscopy, utilizing ac or dc magnets and ir-

respective whether the magnet is positioned around the source of radiation or

around the atomizer, it is necessary to employ a field strong enough to sub-

stantially remove the 0-components away from the original analyte wavelength

region. This is easily accomplished with any type of magnet, as long as the

analyte aonaentration remains moderately low. The reason for this restriction

can be seen from Eq. (1) and Fig. 3, With increasing concentration both k.

-kf

Concentration, ppm
1.0

Fig. 3. ZAAS analytical curve for Ag 328.1 nn in a 1 kC> dc magnetic field in the presence of
5 % strav light <ka.-l<a

2>. The dashed curves denote n-component absorbance <kaj) and o-component
absorbance (k „) respectively. For further explanation see text.

(zero field absorbance) and k- (cr-component absorbance) keep increasing. Ini-

tially k^ increases much more rapidly than k?. But due to curvature caused by

stray light, high lamp current or non-linearly responding electronics, the

rate of increase of kj becomes progressively less. The weaker absorbance k- is

less subject to this type of curvature. Ultimately, therefore, a situation is
3. 3

reached where k. and k« show the same rate of increase or equal derivative with

respect to concentration. At that point the ZAAS difference signal (Eq. (1))

shows a zero slope and soon after the analytical curve bends back towards the
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concentration axis. Obviously, this phenomenon gives rise to a possible ambi-

guity in signal interpretation. In the example of Fig. 3 a ZAAS signal of 0.5

AU could arise from a silver concentration of either 100 ppb or 940 ppb. The

curves are calculated but the concentration axis is taken from experimental

results on silver.

The above phenomenon is an annoying property of all ZAAS systems, but

that does not mean that it is equally serious in all systems. The example in

Fig. 3 is unfavourable, because k. is strongly curved due to the presence of

5% stray light and k» is relatively large in consequence of the moderate (4 kG)

magnetic field applied. This combination leads to the low maximum in the ana-

lytical curve of 0.9 AU and an ambiguous absorbance occurs already at a con-

centration which is only ten times the upper limit of the conventional dynamic

range (0.5 AU).

The examples presented in Fig. 2 for a dc magnetic field of 4 kG demon-

strate that the position and height of the iraximum in the ZAAS analytical

curve for silver vary with the amount of stray light or non-linearity introdu-

ced. For a stray light level decreasing from 10% to 0.1% the maximum absorban-

ce increases from 0.7 to 2.3 AU and its position is shifted from 3 to 6 for

0.43k . In the latter case of a very small amount of stray light the absorban-

ce falls to 0.5 for concentrations exceeding the conventional range by a fac-

tor of 30. The curves in Fig. 2 and 3 show the signal as it would be measured

in flame ZAAS for the concentration range given. Before we analyse this fur-

ther we consider the influences of inverted analytical curves upon the signal

in furnace ZAAS.

A. The shape of the furnace ZAAS signal

The shape of the furnace AAS signal, i.e. the absorbance vs time is known to

be the convolution of a sample introduction function and a transport function

[8]. The signal first increases, goes through a maximum and when the rate of

atom removal exceeds their rate of supply the signal decreases again. The time

duration depends on the furnace used and may last up to several seconds. The

maximum of this time dependent signal is a measure for the analyte concentra-

tion.

In ZAAS utilizing a graphite furnace the absorbances of the IT and a-compo-

nent each obey the rules of the normal AAS signal. This is illustrated in Fig.

[3] E. Grassam, J.B. Dawson and D.J. Ellis, Analyst J02, 804 (1977).

[4] H.C. Wagenaar, I. Novotny and L. de Galan, Spectrochim. Acta _29B, 301

(1974).
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4 for Cu 324.8 nm in the presence of 1% stray light. The solid lines connec-

ting the maxima represent the respective analytical curves. The upper part of

Cu 324.8 n m

2.0 30
Concentration. ppm

Tig. t . Shape of furnace ZMS signals for Cu 321.8 nm in a magnetic field of 10 kG in the
presence of 1 * stray light. Upper part: analytical curves and furnace signals for zero field
(ac), ir-conponent (dc) and 0-component (ac and dc) absorbance. Middle part: ZAAS signals and
analytical curves for ac and dc fields illustrating typical double peak behaviour at higher
concentrations. Lower part: Experimental ZAAS signals in a 10 kG ac nagnetic field.

the figure shows the zero field absorbance vs concentration. This curve

reaches the stray light level at a concentration of about 1.5 ppm. The ir-com-

ponent absorbance vs concentration curve has lower sensitivity than the zero

field curve, due to the splitting in the ir-components. The stray light level,

at absorbance 2 AU, is reached at much higher concentration of about 3.5 ppm.

In a magnetic field of 10 kG the CT-component absorbance is much smaller and

increases with concentration at a lower speed. Over the concentration range

considered in Fig. 4, the a-component absorbance does not reach the stray

light level. For zero field absorbance and for a-component absorbance the sha-

pe of the furnace absorption signal has been drawn in the figure at several

concentrations. At low concentrations the height of the zero field furnace AA
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signal increases with increasing concentration. Once the stray light limit has

been reached, the peak height cannot increase further but the peak becomes

broader. Mien the zero field absorbance asymptotically reaches the stray light

level the peak width still increases further. For a-component absorbance the

shape of the furnace absorption signal is similar but due to the much lower

sensitivity the peak height keeps increasing throughout the figure. For Tr-com-

ponent absorbance in the dc field case the shape of the furnace AA signal has

not been drawn because it would unnecessarily confuse the figure.

In the ac magnetics field ZAAS system the Zeeman signal is obtained by

subtracting the zero field absorbance and a-component absorbance according to

Eq. (I). The ZAAS signal in the ac field of 10 kG is shown in the middle part

of Fig. A. At a concentration of 1.25 ppm the zero field absorbance and a-com-

ponent absorbance have equal slope. Up to that concentration, the shape of the

ZAAS signal is quite similar to that of the normal AAS signal. Due to the sub-

traction of the a-component absorbance, its peak height (sensitivity) is re-

duced, but its overall shape is smoothly rising and decreasing.

Now let us consider what happens at still higher concentrations. The zero

field absorbance can no longer increase, whereas the a-component absorbance

keeps rising. As a result the difference signal observed in furnace ZAAS shows

a dip in the center flanked by two equally high side peaks. As an example, let

us consider the signal observed for 3 ppm Cu. Initially, the signal responds

to the increasing number of atoms liberated in the furnace. After the atom

density reaches a critical point, the signal decreases to the level determined

by Eq. (1). When, thereafter the atom density diminishes again, the ZAAS signal

returns to its previous high level. Ultimately it decreases to zero when the

last copper atoms leave the furnace. In principle, this would seem to provide

an easy opportunity to detect the fact that the concentration exceeds the cri-

tical value where the ZAAS analytical curve goes through a maximum. In prac-

tice, this is not so simple. Even if it can be safely assumed that a double

peak arises from the analyte only, the perfect shape shown in Fig. 4 can only

be observed with fast detector and amplifier response and in the absence of

noise. When the instrument response is slow in comparison to the atomization

rate the shape of the furnace ZAAS signal will be distorted. The maximum at-

tainable ZAAS signal will not be reached and the signal is no longer symmetri-

cal. At still slower response the central minimum may not be observable and

the ZAAS signal stays somewhere between the side maxima and the central mini-

mum.

For comparison of theory and experimental results the bottom part of Fig.

4 presents the corresponding furnace ZAAS signals obtained in a 10 te ac mag-
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netic field. The ac ZAAS system will be described elsewhere [9]. The measure-

ments have been performed in the presence of 1.2% stray light and the signal is

read out from a moderately slow recorder. From the shape of the ZAAS signals

it is clear that at low concentrations the ZAAS signal keeps increasing. The

dip in the furnace ac ZAAS signal appears at higher concentrations. However,

this dip in the experimental furnace absorption signal is less pronounced than

in the calculated signal. The minor deviation between theory and experiments

is caused by a small difference between calculated and observed lamp emission

and atomizer absorption profiles [9] and by the non-ideal behaviour of the e-

lectronics and the readout system. Moreover, the experimental furnace absorp-

tion signals are no longer symmetrical to the dip, l\ie to the slower readout

response.

So far the ac magnetic system has been considered. For the da magnetic

field system the ZAAS signal is derived by subtracting TT-component absorbance

and O-component absorbance according to Eq. (1). From the upper part of Fig. 4

it is clear that in the present example the ir-component and o-component absor-

bance do not reach the concentration of equal slope within the concentration

range considered. As a result, subtracting IT- and a-component absorbance will

not give rise to a dip in the furnace ZAAS signal and the peak height vs con-

centration displays a regular analytical curve, which is shown by the dc ZAAS

curve in the middle part of the figure. This would seem to constitute a clear

advantage of dc magnetic fields over ac fields. Even though it is true that

eventually the double-peak-and-valley behaviour of the furnace ZAAS signal

would occur, at least this point is shifted towards much higher concentrations.

However, Fig. 4 also demonstrates that this advantage of dc systems is obtai-

ned at the expense of reduced sensitivity at normal concentrations. Indeed,

the initial slope of the analytical curve for a 10 kG ac field is virtually

equal to that in conventional AAS whereas for a 10 kG dc field, the initial

slope is less by a factor of 5. It is, therefore, of interest to analyse

whether it is possible to retain the initial sensitivity of conventional AAS

and to also shift the point of double peak behaviour in furnace ZAAS to an

acceptable high concentration. Since the phenomenon of double peaks arises

from the occurrence of a maximum in the analytical curve in ZAAS, we return to

this question now.

[5] H.C. Wagenaar and L. de Galan, Spectrochim. Acta 30B, 361 (1975)-

[6] L. de Galan and G.F. Samaey, Spectrochim. Acta 24B, 679 (1969) •

[7] I. Rubeska and V. Svoboda, Anal. Chim. Acta ̂ 2 , 253 (1965).

[8] W.M.G.T. v.d. Broek and L. de Galan, Anal. Chem. 49, 2176 (1977).
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B. Height and position of maxima in ZAAS analytical curves

Maxima in ZAAS analytical curves always occur at that concentration where the

slope of the zero field or ir-component absorbance vs concentration becomes

equal to the slope of the a-component absorbance vs concentration. The actual

value of the ZAAS maximum is equal to the difference in the zero field or

TT-component absorbance and the a-component absorbance at the concentration of

equal slopes. For this reason the absorbance value and the position of the

maximum will be different for the ac and dc magnetic system and for the mag-

netic field applied to the lamp or to the atomizer. Moreover, the maximum in

the ZAAS analytical curve depends on the strength of the magnetic field, the

amount of non-linearity in the readout system and the amount of stray light.

To select the optimal ZAAS system analytical curves for various ZAAS systems

will be compared mutually and the influence of stray light or readout non-

linearity will be analysed.

First, we define the criteria to which the optimal ZAAS analytical curve

should conform.

a. The sensitivity, i.e. the slope of the analytical curve at low concentra-

tion, should be high and approximate the normal AAS sensitivity. Moreover

the curvature should be very small. High sensitivity and low curvature

provide optimal results of analysis over the conventional concentration

range.

b. The maximum in a ZAAS analytical curve (flame) or the maximum attainable

absorbance level (furnace) should be as high as possible to extend the

useful range of the analytical curve. The concentration corresponding to

the maximum follows directly from the height of the maximum and from the

sensitivity and curvature.

c. Beyond the maximum the ZAAS signal should decrease very slowly to minimi-

ze the problems associated with the double valued behaviour of the analy-

tical curve.

From a previous analysis of the shape of analytical curves in various

ZAAS systems [1] it follows that optimum results on sensitivity and curvature

(condition a) are obtained when a strong ac magnetic field is employed. It is

immaterial, whether the ac magnetic field is applied to the lamp or to the

atomizer.

To examine the height and position of maxima in ZAAS analytical curves a

complete analysis of the analytical curves of Pb 283.3 nm, Ag 328.1 ran and Cr

357.9 nm has been performed in the presence of 1% stray light. The maxima of
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these curves are presented in Table II. For each transition the analytical

curve has been calculated for magnetic fieldstrengths, between 2 kG and 14 kG

in steps of 2 kG. The calculations are based on the lamp emission and atomizer

absorption profiles and Zeeman splitting patterns described in Part I [l]. To

calculate the analytical curves the concentration (in units 0.43k ) is varied

from Oup to 10 in steps of 0.5 and from 10 up to 100 in steps of 5. For this

reason the position and absorbance value of a calculated maximum is only an

approximation of the true maximum in the analytical curve.

First, we look at the results for lead. Because of the normal Zeeman

splitting there is no difference between the ac and the dc magnetic field. In

magnetic fields up to 6 kG the maxima are slightly enhanced when the magnetic

field is applied to the lamp. However, with increasing strength of the magne-

tic field the maximum increases (condition b) and in strong fields there is no

difference between the maximum attainable absorbance for the magnetic field

Tabel II. Absorbance and position of maxima in ZAAS analytical curves, calculated in the presence of I % stray

light (limiting absorbance in normal AAS: 2.00 AU).

transition magnetic lamp in the magnetic field atomizer in the magnetic field

field strength ac dc ac dc

abs. cone. abs. cone. abs. cone. abs. cone.

(X in nm) (kG) (AU) (0.13 ka) (AU) (0.13 ka) (AU) (0.43 ka) (AU) (0.13 ka)

Pb 283.3 ran 2

4

6

8

10

12

11

Ag 328.1 2

10

12

• 1 1

Cv 357.9 2

4

5

8

10

12

14
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0.57

1.11

1.46

1.69

1.80

1.86

1.90

1.09

1.62

1.82

1.89

1.93

1.95

1.96 1

0.87

1.51

1.75

1.85

1.90

1.93

1.9S

3.5

6

9

10

15

15

15

3.5

4.5

5

5.5

5.5

6

6.5

2.5

3

3.5

U

4

4

4.5

0.93

1.33

1.48

1.54

1.59

1.61

1.63

0.76

1.22

1.32

1.34

1.35

1.35

1.35

4.5

8.5

15

25

35

45

60

3

5

9.5

IS

25

40

50

0.38

0.99

1.36

1.67

1.79

1.86

1.90

0.67

1.54

1.B1

1.89

1.93

1.95

1.96

0.65

1.42

1.73

1.84

1.90

1.93

1.95

2

4.5

7.5

10

15

15

15

2.5

4.0

4.5

5.5

5.5

6

6.S

2

3

3.S

4

4

4

4.5

0.64

1.50

1.73

1.77

1.77

1.75

1.74

0.59

1.32

1.62

1.74

1.81

1.84

1.87

2.5

4.5

6.5

10

20

30

40

2.5

3.S

5

6

7.5

9

10



applied to the lamp or to the atomizer. In weak fields the maximum is enhanced

when the field is applied to the lamp.

The analytical curves of lead at 6 kG and 10 kG are shown in Fig. 5. From

Pb 283.3 nm

10 kG

10 20 30 40

Concentration, ppm

Tig. 5. Z M S analytical curves of Pb 283.3 nm in the presence of 1 % stray light for a magnetic

field of 6 kG and 10 kG. The magnetic field is applied to the atomizer ( — ) or to the lamp

f )• Because of the normal Zeeman pattern results are equal for ac and dc fields.

this figure it is obvious that the negative slope of the analytical curve

beyond the maximum strongly depends on the strength of the magnetic field and

that the position of the magnet influences this slope, especially at lower

field strength. To obey condition c it is very important to use a strong mag-

netic field and for weaker fields it is prefered to apply the magnetic field

to the lamp.

The results for the lead analytical curves can be explained from the zero

field or normal AAS analytical curve and the a-component absorbance vs concen-

tration. In a weak magnetic field the absorbance of a-components is relatively

high, so that the maximum ZAAS absorbance is low and the analytical curve de-

creases steeply after the maximum. For the field applied to the lamp, curva-

ture of a-component absorbance is rather strong so that, according to Eq. (1),

the decrease of the ZAAS signal beyond the maximum is less outspoken. In a

strong magnetic field the contribution of the a-component absorbance to the

ZAAS signal is much smaller so that the influence of the position of the mag-

net upon the analytical curve is less pronounced.

The difference between ac and do ZAAS analytical curves becomes apparent
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for transitions with an anomalous Zeeman pattern. As typical examples we con-

sider Ag 328.1 nm and Cr 357.9 nm (Table II). First we look at the results for

the magnetic field applied to the atomizer. For both the ac and the dc magne-

tic field the maximum absorbance again increases with the strength of the mag-

netic field. In the ac magnetic field the maximum is slightly higher than in

the corresponding dc field. However, for strong magnetic fields the maximum

in the dc analytical curve is reached at much higher concentration than in the

corresponding ac analytical curve. For example, in the case of silver at 10 kG

a maximum of 1.93 AU is observed at 0.43k = 5.5 in the ac field and a maximum

of 1.77 AU for 0.43ka = 20 in the dc field. (Fig. 6). The maximum absorbance

in the dc magnetic field is situated at higher concentration than in the cor-

Ag 328.1 nm

10kG

1 2 3 4 5

Concentration, ppm

Fig. 6. Influence of the magnetic field strength on ac (—) and dc ( ) ZAAS analytical curves

of Ag 328.1 nm in the presence of 1 % strav light. The magnetic field is applied to the atomizer.

responding ac field, as a consequence of the reduced slope of the ir-component

absorbance compared to zero field absorbance, i.e. the concentration of the

maximum follows from Eq. (1).

In the ac magnetic field the influence of the position of the magnet

is the same as discussed for lead. But in the dc magnetic field the maxima

are slightly lower and shifted to still higher concentration when the field

is applied to the lamp. This follows from the enhanced curvature introduced by
—.

a dc magnetic field applied to the lamp {!].
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The slope of the analytical curve beyond the maximum depends on the contribu-

tion of a-component absorbance, i.e. on the strength of the magnetic field, so

that at high concentration the ac and dc analytical curves become equal. All

results for chromium confirm the conclusions based on the results for silver.

As a conclusion a strong ac magnetic field is prefered to increase the

maximum absorbance (condition b). To obtain a slow decrease of the ZAAS signal

beyond the maximum of the analytical curve (condition c) the magnetic field

should be strong, but the field can be either dc or ac. However, condition a,

high sensitivity and low initial curvature is only fullfilled when the strong

magnetic field is an aa field [l, 10]. Again the position of the magnet is not

important. With a da magnetic field a conflict arises. On the one hand the dc

field should be moderate to obtain optimal sensitivity (a) but on the other

hand the dc field should be strong to enhance the maximum absorbance (b) and

to realize a slow decrease of the EAAS signal beyond the maximum (c). This

discrepancy does not occur in the case of ao magnetic fields, where a strong

field is advantageous in all respects.

In the foregoing analysis the non-linearity (stray light) was kept con-

stant. However, in section II it was seen that the amount of stray light

strongly influences the non-linearity and sensitivity of the normal AAS curve.

The maxima in ac and dc ZAAS analytical curves of Ag 328.1 nm in the presence

of 0.I, 1 and 10% stray light are shown in Fig. 7. From this figure it is

Ag 328.1 nm

10

Concentration, ppm

Fig. 7. Influence of the stray light level on ZAAS analytical curves for Ag 328.1 nm in an ac

( ) and dc < — ) magnetic field of 10 kG.

[9] M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Spectrochim. Acta, to be

published.

L10] F.J. Fernandez, paper presented at the XXIth CSI, Cambridge, 1979.
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clear that the maximum in the ZAAS analytical curve strongly increases with a

decreasing amount of stray light (condition b) but that the amount of stray

light has very little influence on the slope of the ZAAS analytical curve

beyond the maximum (condition c ) . Moreover, an increasing amount of stray

light shifts the maximum towards somewhat lower concentration.

C. Experimental ZAAS analytical curves

To verify the above conclusions derived from theoretical calculations some

experimental ZAAS analytical curves for lead have been measured in an ac mag-

netic field. Since full details about instrumentation and more experimental

results will be presented elsewhere [9] only a few instrumental characteris-

tics will be mentioned.

A 50 Hz sine wave magnetic field is applied to the atomizer and the

strength of the magnetic field can be adjusted up to 10 kG. The 50 Hz magnetic

field introduces a 100 Hz modulation in the primary source intensity by the

inverse Zeeman effect. The ZAAS signal is derived from the zero field and ma-

ximum field intensity measurements. The magnetic field is directed parallel to

the optical axis so that no additional polarizer is required [2]. A Varian

carbon rod graphite furnace is placed between the poles of the magnet inside

a 12 mm air gap. The furnace is heated by a HGA 2200 power supply. All analy-

tical curves are based on 5 pi sample introduction.

Analytical curves of lead are shown in Fig. 8. The normal AAS analytical

Pb283.3nm normal AAS

10 kG

4kG

K> 15
Concentration, ppm

rif. t. Calculated ( ) and experimental ( ) ZAAS analytical curves for Pb 283.3 am in an ac
magnetic field of 10 kG and H kG. The two expeiiwental curves refer to the Mxim* (•) and tha
•iniMat <o) of the double peak in the furnace signal. The calculated curves assuae 0.1 % stray
lit<it. derived from the limitinf absorbance reached in normal AAS (x).
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curve ultimately reaches an absorbance of2.4AU. For a linear readout system

this means that the amount of stray light is 0.4%. The ZAAS analytical curve

has been measured at 10 kG and 4 kG. Fig. 8 shows the maximum absorbance rea-

ched during furnace atomization and also the absorbance value at the position

of the central minimum in the furnace absorbance signal (i.e. the absorbance

value obtained in corresponding flame AA measurements). Also included are the

theoretically calculated analytical curves for lead at 10 kG and 4 kG. For 10

kG the theory predicts a maximum absorbance of 2.15 AU located at a concentra-

tion of 7 pptn, whereas the experimental analytical curve shows a maximum ab-

sorbance of 1.85 AU reached at 5 ppm. With an electrothermal atomizer this

maximum absorbance remains constant for concentrations higher than 5 ppm. How-

ever, in flame AAS the Zeeman signal decreases similar to the theoretical cal-

culated curve. For a field of 4 kG the calculated maximum absorbance is 1.1 AU

at a concentration of 3 ppm whereas the experimental analytical curve shows

a maximum absorbance of 1.17 AU at a concentration of 4 ppm.

Whereas for a 10 kG field the experimental data on the maximum are slight-

ly lower than the theoretical predictions, the reverse situation occurs at 4

kG. However, the differences are small. Similar agreement between calculated

and experimental analytical curves have been observed for silver and copper.

The small discrepancies between theory and experimental results follow from

minor differences between the ideal model used in the calculations and the

experimental conditions [9],

Experimental ZAAS analytical curves for Pb 283.3 nm in the presence of

various amounts of stray light are presented in Fig. 9. The amount of stray

light is adjusted by appropriate selection of the spectral bandwidth and sub-

sequently estimated from the limiting absorbance level reached in normal AAS

at high concentrations. The analytical curves, measured at a magnetic field

strength of 10 kG show that with increasing amount of stray light the maximum

attainable absorbance decreases and the maximum shifts towards lower concen-

tration, just as predicted by Fig. 7 for silver. The theoretical curves have

not been included in Fig. 9. In all cases the theoretical predictions of the

coordinates of the maximum exceeded the experimental values. Again this is

attributed to the approximate model used in the theoretical calculations. Ob-

viously, however, the experimental data presented in Figs. 8 and 9 confirm

the conclusions drawn from the more extensive theoretical treatment.

The only comparable data reported in the literature are the analytical

curves for Pb 283.3 nm measured by Grassam et al. [3] in a dc field of 2 kG and

8 kG applied to a furnace atomizer. Although these authors do not report double

peak behaviour of their signals, they do present analytical curves with a
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2.5

15

10 15
Concentration, ppm

Fig. 9. Experimental analvtical curves for Pb ?83.3 ran ( ) in the presence of different
amounts of (artificially added) stray light. Conditions: 10 krc ac field applied to a 9 inn
furnace. The calculated curve for lead ( ) in a 2 kfi magnetic field in the presence of
10 % stray light shows a maximum absorbance of 0.21 AU,

maximum absorbance of 0.4 AU at 8 kG and only 0.07 AU at 2 kG.

When we compare these results with our theoretical calculations (Table II)

and experimental data (Fig. 9), we must conclude that the instrument used by

Grassam et al. [3] must have been subject to extreme non-linearity either from

stray light or poor electronics. Indeed for 1% stray light we predict maxima

of 1.7 AU at 8 kG and 0.4 AU at 2 kG (Table II), whereas the experimental ma-

ximum at 10 kG is still 0.63 AU in the presence of 15% stray light (Fig. 9).

The combination of 10% stray light and a weak field of 2 kG included in Fig. 9

shows an experimental maximum absorbance of 0.24 AU in contrast to the value

of 0.07 AU of Grassam et al. [3].

V. CONCLUSION

In the realistic situation of non-ideal instrumentation, imperfections in op-

tics and electronics will always produce a maximum in any ZAAS analytical cur-

ve, as a result of the subtraction of zero field or TT-component absorbance and

O-component absorbance according to Eq. (1). An optimum ZAAS system can be se-

lected on the basis of three criteria.

a. High sensitivity and low curvature of the rising part of the ZAAS analy-

tical curve are obtained with a strong ao field applied to either the
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atomizer or the lamp. Somewhat poorer, but still acceptable results are

obtained when a moderate do field is applied to the atomizer [I, 10].

With present instrumentation, imperfections exert only a minor influence

on sensitivity and initial curvature.

b. The decrease of the ZAAS signal beyond the maximum is the slower according

as the magnetic field is stronger. The negative slope is practically equal

for ac and dc fields, applied to either the lamp or the atomizer. Again,

instrumental imperfections hardly affect the sloping portion of the ZAAS

analytical curve.

c. A high absorbanae maximum requires good instrumentation and a strong mag-

netic field. In the present calculations the influence of stray light has

been analysed as an example of non-linearity. In practice, linearity of

electronic response and low stray light levels are equally important in

defining the ultimate level of the absorbance maximum. Any such level

is more closely approximated according as the magnetic field (ac or dc)

is stronger.

In combination, the three criteria indicate that optimal analytical curves

are obtained in a ZAAS system utilizing a strong aa magnetic field. In this

respect it is immaterial whether the ac field is applied to the lamp or to the

atomizer. A preference for either position must be based on other considera-

tions, such as accuracy of background correction [1] or ease of lamp and mag-

net design.

The above conclusion has been derived mainly from theoretical calcula-

tions, but is confirmed by some experimental ZAAS analytical curves measured

with an ac field applied to a furnace atomizer. More extensive data for this

system will be presented in a following publication [9] .
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Chapter 5

Construction and performance of an ac modulated
magnet for Zeeman atomic absorption spectroscopy*

Abstract — A Zeeman atomic absorption spectroscopy system has been constructed utilizing a 50 Hz sine wave

modulated magnetic field that can be directed either parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis. The ampli-

tude of the magnetic field strength is adjustable .up to 10 kG at a maximum power consumption of 0.7 kW.

The readout system allows normal atomic absorption as well as dc and ac Zeeman atomic absorption measure-

ments. Plots of experimental sensitivity vs. magnetic field strength and analytical carves are in agreement

with theoretical predictions.

Experiments in the presence of filter simulated and real background absorbance show that the described

Zeeman instrument is capable of correcting background absorption up to 2 absorbance units.

I. INTRODUCTION

The applicability of the Zeeman effect for the purpose of background correction

in atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) has been demonstrated [1-24]. In

previous publications from this laboratory a theoretical analysis of different

Zeeman systems has been presented and the conclusion has been drawn that, the

optimum system utilizes a strong (10 kG), ac modulated magnetic field applied

to the atomizer [25-27]• Actually, most of the Zeeman atomic absorption

spectroscopy (ZAAS) instruments described in the literature utilize a constant

field derived from a permanent magnet [1-3, 11-16] or from a dc operated

electromagnet [2, 4-10, 17-19, 21] applied to the lamp [1-15] or to the

atomizer [16-22]. A constant field must always be directed perpendicular to the

optical axis and used in conjunction with a rotating polarizer, that transmits

alternatively the IT- and O-components of radiation. For transitions with an

[1] H. Koizumi and K. Yasuda, Anal. Chem. 47̂ , 1679 (1975).

[2] H. Koizumi and K. Yasuda, Spectrochim. Acta 3]J5» 237 (1976).

[3] H. Koizumi and K. Yasuda, Anal. Chem. 48, 1178 (1976).

[4] R. Stephens and D.J. Ryan, Talanta 2£, 655 (1975).

*M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Spectrochimica Acta,

submitted for publication.
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anomalous Zeeman pattern the analytical sensitivity in a dc magnetic field is

lower than in normal AAS and curvature of the analytical curve is strongly

enhanced when the dc field is applied to the lamp [26].

By contrast, in a strong, ac modulated magnetic field sensitivity and

curvature equal to normal M S can be obtained for all transitions. Also, from

the point of view of maxima in ZAAS analytical curves [27], an ac magnetic

field is prefered over a dc field. The ac field can be directed perpendicular

to the optical axis, in which case a static polarizer is required to reject the

tf-component. Alternatively, the ac magnetic field can be directed parallel to

the optical axis, in which case no additional polarizer is necessary [25], so

that full lamp light intensity is used in such a ZAAS system.

In the literature, only a few ZAAS systems utilizing an ac magnetic field

have been described. Uchida and Hattori [20] describe an ac magnetic field of

only 0.43 kG applied parallel to their 300 mm absorption tube to determine Cd.

The authors conclude that the magnetic field strength must be increased to

improve the results. Otruba et al. [21] constructed a 50 Hz, 10 kG,

longitudinal magnetic field and the authors positioned a 10 mm Meker type

burner inside the 25 mm airgap of the magnet. However, full modulation of the

field was not obtained and some complications with the use of modulated fields

are reported. In a later publication the same authors describe ac magnetic

fields of 6 and 3 kG applied to a flame and an electrothermal atomizer,

respectively [22]. Rather surprisingly, the authors chose to directly amplify

the signal from the 100 Hz.modulated light intensity, so that no correction

for background absorption is realized and even in the absence of background

absorption the analytical curves are linear at very low concentrations only

[25]. Moreover, in the system described, the ac magnetic field is directed

perpendicular to the optical axis, so that the ir-components should have been

rejected by an optical filter to obtain a useful analytical curve [25]. The

correct approach of taking the log ratio of two intensities has been followed

by Stephens [23] who applied a longitudinal 50 Hz magnetic field to a

conventional hollow cathode lamp. At 3 kW power the air core electromagnet

yields a field of only 1.5 kG. The field strength should be increased to

[5] R. Stephens and D.J. Ryan, Talanta 22, 659 (1975).

[6] D.E. Veinot and R. Stephens, Talanta 23, 849 (1976).

[7] R. Stephens, Talanta 2£, 233 (1977).

[8] G.F. Murphy and R. Stephens, Talanta 2£, 223 (1978).

[9] R. Stephens, Talanta 25, 435 (1978).
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improve sensitivity and curvature but this can only be attained at the cost of

increased power consumption to raise the current through the coils and the

number of windings of the coils.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A block diagram of the ac ZAAS system is shown in Fig. I. Standard optical and

electronic components are listed in Table I. The direction of the magnetic

field can be either perpendicular to the optical axis (transversal field) or

parallel to the optical axis (longitudinal field), in which case the light beam

passes through holes drilled in the core of the magnet. An electrothermal

atomizer is positioned in the airgap between the poles of the magnet. The light

beam ultimately reaches the monochromator and readout system. In the

longitudinal magnetic field the full primary source intensity is used for the

absorbance measurements because the Zeeman iT-components are absent. In the

transversal magnetic field a fixed polarizer is used to reject the Zeeman TT-

components [25].

Longitudinal field

Transversal field

•fr
polarizer

« > •

readouthollow
cathode

lamp ac-magnet monochromator

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the ac Zeeman instrument. In the upper part of the figure the magnetic

field is parallel to the optical axis. In the lower part the direction of the field is

perpendicular to the optical axis and a fixed polarizer rejects ff-conponent radiation.

[10] R. Stephens and G.F. Murphy, Talanta 25, 441 (1978).

[11] T. Hadeishi and R.D. McLaughlin, Science \7Jt_, 404 (1971).

[12] T. Hadeishi, Appl. Phys. Lett. _21_, 438 (1972).

[13] T. Hadeishi, D.A. Church, R.D. McLaughlin, B.D. Zak, M. Nakamura and

B. Chang, Science 187, 348 (1975).
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In either case the ZAAS signal is derived from the a-component absorbance

measured at zero field and maximum field, respectively. The critical components

will be discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.

Table I. Speciflotion of th< inatruaental coaponents.

Optiat

hollow cathode laaps
electx-odeless discharge
lenses
aonochroaator

polarizer

Jtexfcut

photoaultiplier
current aaplifier
HiU pros*
saaple and hold*
iogarithaic transducers
recorder
U.V. recorder

Elmotrothsmal atcmigtr

graphite furnace
inert gee
cooling
potter supply

introduction

pipette

syringe

Verian Techtron (operating at 5 •*)
PerJcin-Elaer, Pb (operating at 10 w)
4uartz, 0 40 w , focal distance 150 MI
Oriel, 0.125 a, f/3.7; 2400 1/aa holographic grating,
reciprocal dispersion 3.2 na/aa
Oriel polarizing filter; transmission 10-351 in the
200-700 na wavelength range

EMI 9783B (165-650 i»), 800 V
Kelthley 427, 10-90* rise tiaa: 0.3 m»
BELL, BH 206, operating at 200 sA
DATEL, SHH-K-1
Analog Devins, 752 H
Kipp BD tl, response o.u s for 0-95% fsd
SE Labs (END Ltd., SE 3006

Varian carbon rod (9 ••> or own design (22 •>)

argon, 3 1/ain

water, 1 1/ain
Perkin-Elaer, HSA 2200, HG* raap prograaMr

Eppendorf, 5 ul (9 sa furnace)
Naallton, 10 ul (22 sai furnace)

II-1. The ac driven magnet

The design of the ac magnet is shown in Fig. 2. The iron circuit is laminated

and is made of standard E-type transformer plates, EJ 170. Two piles of 90

plates, each 0.5 mm thick, are bonded with epoxy glue (Ciba Geigy; araldit

CY 221, hardener HY 905, accelerator DY 062, 100:80:1 parts by weight),

precured 12 hours at 70°C and cured 12 hours at 120°C.

[14] T. Hadeishi and R.D. McLaughlin, Am. Lab. 7_, 57 (1975).

[15] T. Hadeishi and R.D. McLaughlin, Anal. Chem. 48, 1009 (1976).

[16] H. Koizumi, K. Yasuda and M. Katayama, Anal. Chem. 4£, 1106 (1977).

[17] H. Koizumi and K. Yasuda, Spectrochim. Acta 3VR, 523 (1976).
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180

magnet,
400turns

—18A r.m.s.

Fig. 2. The ac modulated magnet, (a) Yoke and cores of the nagnet, with dimensions in on.

(b) Driving and switching circuit of the magnet.

Yoke, core and pole pieces are as a whole milled from these stacks of

transformer plates and clamps are used to keep the plates together during
2

operation. The pole faces of the magnet measure 30 x 10 mm and the air gap is

12 mm. As a result only a small electrothermal atomizer can be positioned in

the air gap in the longitudinal magnetic field, whereas the transversal field

permits a longer furnace to be used. The total weight of the magnet is 7 kg.

The coils of the magnet consist of 200 turns each and are winded of

45 x 0.1 mm anodised aluminium foil (ANOFOL, metalloxyd GMBH). The aluminium

foil is winded around coil formers adapted to the dimensions of the core. The

coil formers are constructed from brass to prevent damage by heat radiation

from the electrothermal atomizer. Because the coil formers are conductive, a
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saw-shaped slit has been cut to prevent eddy-currents. The coils are series

connected. The maximum peak current is 25 A at 50 Hz sine wave modulation. The

maximum power consumption is 0.7 kW. The coil resistance is 0.74 Q at dc

current and 2 fi at 50 Hz operation, due to eddy-currents in the foil of the

coils. The inductance of the magnet is 36 mH at 50 Hz. Compensation of the

reactive current is achieved by connection of a capacity of 280 \iF parallel to

the coils.

No cooling facilities are provided for the magnet. At maximum current

operation of 18 A r.m.s. (10 kG) the magnet is allowed to be switched on for a

period of 2 minutes or 5% of time. Continuous operation is possible only up to

4 A r.m.s. (2.3 kG). In electrothermal ZAAS analysis the magnetic field is

required only durir.g the atomizationstep, lasting a few seconds. The complete

furnace heating cycle, consisting of drying, ashing, atomization and cooling,

is 1.5-2 minutes so that the maximum duty cycle of 5% is not exceeded when

the magnet is switched on only during the atomization step. The magnet is

switched on (either manually or by an external trigger pulse) through a 24 Q series

series resistance which is short circuited after 0.5 s by a relay. The ac field

is stabilized within 0.8 s after switching on the magnet.

The magnet is fed by a variable transformer (Variac) connected to the 50

Hz, 220 V mains. The use of the 280 yF capacitor greatly relaxes the current

through the transformer. Without the capacitor the full current drawn by the

magnet (0 - 18 A r.m.s.) runs through the transformer, whereas with the

capacitor the transformer current varies only between 0 and 3.1 A r.m.s.

The strength of the magnetic field is adjustable up to 10 kG by

appropriate setting of the Variac. Magnetic field strength vs. current has been

calibrated using a BELL HTJ 8-0608 Hall probe. Up to 18 A (10 kG) the field

strength increases linearly with the current through the coils. Still stronger

magnetic fields, up to 15 kG, can be obtained, but at the cost of much higher

currents. The magnetic field appears to be perfectly sine wave modulated. The

magnetic field strength reaches its nominal value within 0.8 s which is fast

enough when the magnet is switched on at the beginning of the atomization step.

The homogeneity of the field is better than 10% of the adjusted field strength

[18] J.B. Dawson, E. Grassam, D.J. Ellis and M.J. Keir, Analyst ̂ 0^, 315(1976).

[19] E. Grassam, J.B. Dawson and D.J. Ellis, Analyst 102, 804 (1977).

[20] Y. Uchida and S. Hattori, Oyo Butiri 44, 852 (1975).

[21] V. Otruba, J. Jambor, J. HorSk and L. Sommer, Scripta Fac. Sci. Nat. Univ.

Brno, b, 1 (1976).
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throughout the air gap. The current through the electrothermal atomizer

induces a small additional magnetic field in the magnet. This field is about

0.3 kG at highest atomization temperatures and out of phase with the field of

the magnet. However, because the furnace is also run on ac current, the

additional field also follows the mains frequency. Consequently, only the

maximum field is slightly influenced, but the periodicity remains 50 Hz. In

moderate or strong fields (> 6 kG) the contribution of the atomizer heating

current to the magnetic field strength can be neglected.

To permit optical measurements 3 mm holes are drilled in two perpendicular

directions through the yoke and the cores of the magnet (Fig. 2). This diameter

was chosen to completely block and thus avoid the need to correct for radiation

emitted by the heated furnace. This simplifies the data handling system.

Unfortunately, the 3 mm holes also severely reduce the light throughput of the

ZAAS system. In the longitudinal field, where radiation passes through the full

length of the cores, the loss of radiation amounts to 95%. In the transversal

field, where the radiation only passes the yoke of the magnet, the light losses

are 90%. However, in the latter arrangement an additional 7r-component rejecting

filter takes away a further 50% of the lamp intensity. In the present system,

therefore, the two arrangements transmit the same small amount of radiation.

Obviously, in a future design of the system efforts should be made to restore

the light throughput of the full lamp intensity in the longitudinal arrange-

ment. In the transversal field, the maximum throughput can only be 50% of the

full lamp intensity.

II-2. The electrothermal atomizer

The design of the electrothermal atomizer is determined by the dimensions of

the space between the poles of the electromagnet which in turn result from the

compromise between high field strength and low power consumption as discussed

above. The two atomizer designs are shown in Fig. 3. In the longitudinal field

a 9 mm Varian carbon rod atomizer is placed with its axis in the direction of

the magnetic field (Fig. 3a). A significantly longer (22 mm) tube can be used,

[22] V. Otruba, J. Jambor, J. Komarek, J. Horak and L. Soramer, Anal. Chim. Acta

101, 367 (1978).

[23] R. Stephens, Talanta 2£, 57 (1979).

[24] S.D. Brown, Anal. Chem. 49, 1269A (1977).

[25] M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Spectrochim. Acta 33B, 495

(1978).
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if the magnetic field is chosen to be transversal to the optical axis (Fig. 3b).

In either case, the atomizer is heated coaxially by means of carbon rod

electrodes clamped in a water cooled housing. The upper and lower part of the

housing are separately cooled with a total water consumption of 1 1/min. The

housing is designed in such a way that a single unit can be used for both

arrangements. As a result the housing is only 11 mm wide and for observations

in the transversal field a 3 mm hole is drilled through it (Fig. 3b). To

protect the graphite tube from air, argon is supplied at a rate of 3 1/min.

through a grid underneath the atomizer. Because of operation inside the magnet

the complete furnace assembly is made from brass and screwed to the yoke of the

magnet.

furnace 22x6

pole face 30x10

core 45x45

2200

argon

Fig. 3. Construction of tt» electrotheraal atoaizer (dimensions in m ) . (a) Side view of the

9 n furnace in the longitudinal field, (b) Side viev of the 22 » furnace and water cooled

housing in the transversal field.

[26] M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Appl. Spectrosc. 23» 6 1 6 0979).

[27] M.T.C. de Loos-Vollebregt and L. de Galan, Appl. Spectrosc., to be

published.
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II-3. Data collection and handling

The background corrected ac ZAAS signal, log I(H)/I(H = 0) is obtained by

taking the log ratio of two intensities measured consecutively at zero magnetic

field and at maximum field strength (Fig. 4). The readout system permits simul-

taneous background absorbance readout. The actual background absorbance is

derived from intensity measurements at maximum field strength, - log I(H), when

the a-components of the absorption line are completely removed from the primary

source emission profile. The normal M S or zero field absorbance is also

presented by the readout system. Moreover, the ac ZAAS instrument can be used

to indirectly derive the dc ZAAS signal, log I (H)/I (H). In that case, a

transversal magnetic field is used and the polarizer is adjusted to select

either ir- or a-component radiation in two consecutive analyses. The readout

system in Fig. 4 successively presents the tr-component absorbance - log I (H)

and the a-component absorbance - log I (H).

current
amplifier

I(HiO> log ICH:O)

logl(H)

trigger
circuit

pulse
former UUL normal

AAS

Zeeman
signal

background
absorbance

Hall
voltage

Fig. 4. Data collection system for the 50 Hz sine wave modulated magnet. Each time the

magnetic field strength crosses the zero level a trigger signal is generated. The pulse former

then transforms this into one immediate pulse that activates the I(H = 0) sample-and~hold and

another pulse delayed for 5 ms that activates the I(H) sample-and-hold.

Fig. 5 shows the 50 Hz sine wave magnetic field and the corresponding 100 Hz

modulation in the primary source intensity introduced by the inverse Zeeman

effect. The time duration of each intensity measurement is chosen to be 40 ps.

The time available to perform the zero field measurement is necessarily limited

by the steep slope of the sine wave magnetic field close to zero field. In 40

us the strength of the magnetic field increases from zero up to 0.125 kG in the

case of 10 kG maximum field strength. As a consequence of the rapid variation

in field strength close to zero field the 100 Hz modulation in the primary
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source intensity shows strong variations close to zero field. For comparison:

o-component absorbance of Ag 328.1 nm decreases 1% at 0.2 kG [26], When zero

field measurements are extended over longer periods, the sensitivity is lowered

and curvature is introduced due to the variation in a-component absorbance

within the duration of the measurement.

ICHxO)

log KH)/KH«0>

-time.*'

Fit. S. The SO Hz sine wave acidulated 10 kG magnetic field and the 100 Hz modulation in the

priaary source intensity introduced ay the inverse Z««aym effect. The bottoa part shows the

furnaca Ze—in absorbance signal derived fro« zero field and aaxiaua field Measurements.

Because of the fluctuations in the 50 Hz mains frequency, the periods of

measurement cannot be selected on a time basis only, but must be triggered each

sine wave. Two alternative triggering circuits have been considered. If an

additional induction coil is fixed to the core of the magnet, the derivative of

the field strength is measured and its zero crossing yields the point of

maximum field strength. From there the zero field period could be timed as

5000 +_ 20 us, with the advantage that it is symmetrically located around the

zero field crossing. However, as discussed above, the timing of the zero field

period is highly critical and the mains frequency fluctuates so randomly that

we cannot rely on the extrapolated 5000 us.

Instead, we chose to measure the magnetic field strength directly with a

Hall probe placed inside the air gap of the magnet. The zero crossing of the

Hall voltage triggers the collection of zero field data the next 40 us. The

slight disadvantage of an unsynnetrical data collection period is far out-

weighed by the accurate timing of the start of the data collection. The maximum

field data collection period is now selected at 5000 + 20 us from the trigger

pulse of the Hall voltage. Inaccuracies in this period due to fluctuating

mains frequency are perfectly acceptable, because at high field strength the
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(background) intensity hardly varies (Fig. 5).

Intensity measurements are performed by sample-and-holds during the

selected 40 ys periods (Fig. 5). Response of the sample-and-holds during these

periods has been adjusted with appropriate capacitors. Zero field and maximum

field intensity signals are converted by two separate logarithmic transducers.

Subtraction of log I (H) and log I (H = 0) presents the ZAAS signal and

- log I (H) presents the readout of the background absorbance. The maximum

input level of the data handling system is 10 V. Fig. 6 shows the results of

calibrating the readout system with two voltage standards. The ZAAS signal vs.

the input voltage at I(H = 0) is shown for different settings of the input;

voltage at I(H), i.e. Fig. 6 presents the ZAAS signal vs. zero field absorbance

for different levels of background absorbance. Without background absorbance

(I(H) = 10 V) the ZAAS readout system is linear up to 2.5 AU. Beyond 2.5 AU

the data handling system introduces non-linearity and ultimately the ZAAS

signal levels off at a maximum of 3.6 AU. In the presence of background

absorbance 1.0 AU and 2.0 AU (I(H) = 1 V and 0.1 V, respectively) the ZAAS read

out system is linear up to 1.5 AU and 0.5 AU, respectively. For a background

absorbance level of 3 AU the ZAAS readout system can only respond non-linearly

from 0 up to 0.7 AU.

background
ICHl.V absorbance

0

3 0 -

2X>-

10-

10
0

0.1
2

001
3

0.001
4

0.0001 ICH,O).V
S AA+background

Fig. 6. Calibration of the readout system. The ZMS signal is plotted versus the input
voltage presented at the H = 0 sample-and-hold on a logarithmic scale. This voltage thus
represents the zero field intensity. Curves are drawn for various voltage inputs to the
H sample-and-hold, which thus represents the background absorbance measured at maximum
field strength.

From Fig- 6 it is clear that optimal performance of the data handling system is

obtained at an input level close to 10 V. For this reason the anode current of

the photomultiplier is amplified to about 9 V when no primary source radiation

is absorbed by the sample. The rise time of the current amplifier is adjusted
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to 0.3 ms. This short time constant allows the 100 Hz intensity signal (Fig. 5)

to enter the readout system unchanged so that the amplifier does not disturb

the zero field and maximum field measurements.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments have been performed to examine the applicability of the ZAAS system.

First, the dependence of ir-component absorbance and o-component absorbance on

the strength of the magnetic field has been measured and compared to the

results of theoretical calculations reported previously [26]. The sensitivity

of analytical curves in dc and ac ZAAS is also measured. Secondly, the back-

ground correction capability of the ac ZAAS system is investigated. Measure-

ments are performed in the presence of filter simulated and real background

absorbance up to 2 AU.

III-l. Analytical curves in the ac and dc magnetic field

In a previous analysis of dc and ac ZAAS analytical curves [26] sensitivity has

been calculated for Ca, Pb, Ag, Cu, Cr and Fe. For each transition the hyper-

fine splitting and Zeeman pattern were taken into account. The lamp emission

profile of each component was assumed to be Gaussian, which is correct at low

lamp currents only [28]. The atomizer absorption profile of each component was

described by the Voigt convolution function of Doppler and Collision broadening

[28, 29]. It was calculated that the absorbance of the rr-components and the a-

components depends on the strength of the magnetic field. Fig. 7a shows the

calculated ir- and a-component absorbance vs. magnetic field strength for Ag

328.1 nm. The absorbance has been normalised to 1.0 for normal AAS. Due to the

wide splitting in a-components the a-component absorbance rapidly decreases

with increasing strength of the magnetic field. Because the silver transition

displays an anomalous Zeeman pattern the ir-component absorbance also decreases

with increasing field strength but more slowly than the a-component absorbance.

With our ac magnetic system silver TT-component and a-component absorbance

have been measured at different magnetic field strengths. Measurements have

been performed at low lamp current, 5 mA dc, to approximate the conditions of

[28] H.C. Wagenaar and L. de Galan, Spectrochim. Acta 28B, 157 (1973).

[29] H.C. Wagenaar, C.J. Pickford and L. de Galan, Spectrochim. Acta 29B, 211

(1974).
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Ag 328.t nm

a

1.0

4 8 12
Magnetic field strength, kG

normal AAS

T - ac"

4 8 12
Magnetic field strength,kG

1.0

f0.5-

normal AAS

^
/..*'

. . .dc

50 100
Concentration, ppb

Fig. 7. Results for Ag 328.1 ran. (a) Relative absorbance of the ir-and o-components vs.

magnetic field strength, (b) Analytical sensitivity in the ac and dc magnetic field vs.

field strength; the sensitivity has been normalized to 1 for normal AAS. (c) Experimental

ac and dc ZAAS analytical curves for silver. In figures a and b solid lines refer to

theoretical normal AAS calculations [26] t whereas dots (•) represent experimental

results obtained with the .present instrument and open circles (o) represent experiments

by Myers and Slavin [30].
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the calculated curves as closely as possible. In the calculations Voigt a-

values have been taken from flame measurements [28], whereas the present

measurements e:re performed in an electrothermal atomizer. Despite these

differences it is obvious from Fig. 7a that there is good agreement between the

theoretical curves and the experimental data points. The experimental

absorbance of IT- and a-components decreases at a slightly slower rate with

increasing magnetic field strength than the calculated curves. This minor

difference means that the actual lamp emission and atomizer absorption profiles

are slightly broader than assumed in the theoretical model.

Completely independent of our experiments Myers and Slavin [30] performed

similar measurements of ir- and o-component absorbance vs. magnetic field

strength. Their measurements have been performed in a modified HGA 2100

graphite furnace positioned in a dc electromagnet with adjustable magnetic

field strength. Their results on silver are shown in Fig. 7a as a typical

example. It is obvious that there is excellent agreement between our results

and the data measured by Myers and Slavin [30]• Completely similar results

have been obtained for a number of other elements. In all cases the theoretical

curves present the optimum results that can only be obtained under ideal

experimental conditions.

Fig. 7b shows the sensitivity vs. magnetic field strength in the ac and dc

ZAAS system. The sensitivity has been normalized to 1 for normal M S . The

theoretical ac ZAAS sensitivity curve is derived from the curves in Fig. 7a by

subtraction of the zero field absorbance and a-component absorbance whereas the

calculated dc ZAAS sensitivity follows from subtraction of ir-component

absorbance and o-component absorbance. For comparison the ac and dc ZAAS

sensitivity has been measured experimentally at different magnetic field

strengths with our ZAAS instrument. The ac sensitivity is measured directly,

whereas the dc sensitivity is derived from consecutive measurements of ir- and

a-component absorbance.

Again, excellent agreement is observed between our data and those of

Myers and Slavin [30]. The correspondence between both sets of experimental

data on the one hand and the theoretically calculated curves on the other, is

highly satisfactory. As predicted by theory [27] the ac sensitivity increases

continuously with field strength, although at a slightly slower rate. This

small deviation follows directly from the slower experimental decrease in a—

component absorbance measured at increasing field strength (Fig. 7a). By

contrast, the dc sensitivity passes through a maximum which is typical for a

[30] S. Myers and W. Slavin, personal communication.
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transition with an anomalous Zeeman pattern [26]. Again the minor difference

between experiment and theory can be easily related to similar deviations in

Fig. 7a.

The above example demonstrates that the previous theoretical analysis of

sensitivity in different ZAAS systems is completely confirmed by practical

experiments.

Finally, Fig. 7c presents experimental analytical curves for normal AAS

and for ac and dc ZAAS, measured in a magnetic field of 10 kG. The initial

slopes of these analytical curves are in agreement with the corresponding

results on sensitivity shown in Fig. 7b. The shape of the ZAAS analytical

curves over a more extended concentration range has been extensively discussed

in a previous paper [27].

III-2. Background correction capability of the ac ZAAS instrument

To examine the background correction capability of the ac ZAAS instrument

neutral density filters have been used to simulate different amounts of back-

ground absorbance. Fig. 8 shows the background absorbance signal of background

absorbance level 0, 1 and 2 AU and the corresponding background corrected ZAAS

signals for Pb 283.3 run. Fig. 8 also shows the background absorbance and the

ZAAS signal for 2.5% NaCl measured in the 9 mm furnace. It is obvious that the

background absorbance is corrected perfectly. Up to background absorbance 2 AU

the signal at the ZAAS readout denotes zero absorbance, which is a clear

improvement over the D^-lamp background correction system [31].

Fig. 9 shows the ZAAS absorbance signals of Cu 324.8 nm in the presence of

filter simulated background absorbance 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 AU respectively. Up

to a background absorbance of 1.5 AU the ZAAS signal of 0.4 AU does not depend

on the amount of background absorbance. However, in the presence of a back-

ground absorbance of 2.0 AU the copper absorbance is slightly reduced to 0.3

AU. This is due to the non-linear response of our electronic data handling

system. Although it was concluded from Fig. 6 that our system responds linear-

ly up to 2.5 AU (including background), this is only true for a 10 V input at

full lamp intensity. In reality, this input voltage is only 8 V, so that the

linear range is somewhat reduced.

[31] C. Hendrikx-Jongerius and L. de Galan, Anal. Chim. Acta j$7_, 259 (1976).
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Fig. 8. Background correction capability of ZAAS. Upper traces indicate background ab-

sorbance of 0, 1 and 2 AU from filters and from 2.5* NaCl as derived from maximum field

data (10 kG). Bottom traces refer to the ZAAS signal in the absence of lead and indicate

perfect background correction up to at least 2 AU conditions: 9 mm furnace, Pb-EDL 10 H.

More important is the observation from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that the noise in the

ac ZAAS signal is increased at increasing background absorbance. A background

absorbance of 2 AU means that atomic absorbance is measured at only 1% of the

incident lamp light intensity. The intensity measurements at zero field and

maximum field are limited to a period of 40 JJS in the 50 Hz sine wave magnetic

field (section II-3). Moreover, the 100 Hz modulated intensity signal should

enter the readout system unchanged, so that the time constant of the data

handling system must be less than 0.3 ms.

Cu 324.8 nm
2fl-

1.0-

I
N

I—I IS

Fig. 9. Background correction for 5 pi 200 ppb Cu in 9 m furnace. Upper traces derived

from maximum field data <10 k6) indicate background absorbance from filters (0 to 2 AU)

plus remaining absorbance of the wings of the copper line. Bottom traces present the

background corrected ZAAS signal for copper. Th? utmost right signal is slightly reduced

due to non-linur response of the electronics.
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To increase the signal to noise ratio of the ZAAS instrument the light through-

put of the optical arrangement can be enhanced by appropriate design of the

magnetic system. From section II-1 it follows that the amount of primary source

radiation that ultimately reaches the detector, can be increased by at least a

factor of 10.

Moreover, the hollow cathode lamp may be pulsed so that the lamp light

intensity is enhanced during the very short measurement periods. To measure the

100 Hz atomic absorbance at zero field and maximum field during 40 Us a copper

hollow cathode lamp was pulsed at 200 Hz and triggered by the Hall signal for

exact timing. However, pulsing the hollow cathode lamp at 200 Hz, 40 ys periods,

100 mA did not improve the signal to noise ratio of the background corrected

Zeeman absorbance signal. Compared to the 10 mA dc operation the light

intensity increases 30 times but the time constant of the data handling system

had to be reduced from 0.3 ms to 10 ps to allow non-distorted intensity

measurements during the 40 JJS pulses. For this reason the signal to noise ratio

of the ac ZAAS readout system cannot be improved much by pulsing the hollow

cathode lamp, as long as the time of the measurement is only 40 ps.

A promising way to increase the signal to noise ratio of the Zeeman signal

is to change the shape of modulation of the magnetic field. Optimal results can

be obtained in a 50 Hz magnetic field that is modulated close to square wave,

because the time available to perform the zero field intensity measurement as

well as the maximum field intensity measurement, is then extended to 10 ms.

From the point of view of magnet design it is very difficult to obtain a true

square wave modulated magnet. However, the time to perform the maximum field

intensity measurement can be enhanced in every type of field modulation by

increasing the strength of the magnetic field, i.e. by shifting the a—

components far away from the wavelength of lamp radiation. In a 50 Hz, 10 kG,

sine wave magnetic field the maximum field intensity can be measured during

2 ms for most transitions.

In preliminary experiments we extended the time available for the zero

field intensity measurement by application of a half-wave rectifier to the

power supply of the ac magnet. In this experiment the magnet was connected to

the mains without the use of a capacitor. At 5 A r.m.s. a 5 kG half sine wave

modulated 50 Hz magnetic field was obtained. The time available to perform the

zero field intensity measurements was thus increased to 5 ms, whereas the

maximum field intensity could be measured for 2 ms. The only disadvantage of

this approach is the fact that the time between two successive measurements of

zero field and maximum field intensities, respectively, is increased from 5 ms

to 10 ms. This may raise problems in the case of very rapidly changing back-
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ground absorption. Nevertheless, we feel that this type of modulated magnetic

field is very promising for ac ZAAS systems. Moreover, for such a magnetic

field the possibilities of pulsed lamp operation should be reconsidered, because

the duration of the pulses can be extended and the timing is less critical.

IV. CONCLUSION

An ac modulated ZAAS system has been constructed. The amplitude of the 50 Hz

sine wave modulated magnetic field is adjustable up to 10 kG at a maximum power

consumption of 0.7 kW. The air gap of the magnet is 12 mm and the pole faces
2

measure 30 x 10 mm . The direction of the magnetic field can be either parallel

or perpendicular to the optical axis. From the point of view of light through-

put the longitudinal field seems to be preferable because no additional

polarizer is required to reject ir-component radiation. However, in the ZAAS

instrument utilizing a longitudinal field the primary source radiation must

pass holes drilled through the full length of the cores of the magnet. The

actual light throughput in the longitudinal and the transversal field depends

on the design of the magnet and the transmission of the polarizer. In the

longitudinal field only small graphite tubes (< 12 mm in the present magnet)

can be positioned in the air gap of the magnet, whereas the transversal field

allows much longer tubes (up to 30 mm in the present magnet). The transversal

field is more promising for the design of a furnace ZAAS system utilizing

conventional 20-30 mm graphite tubes. The basic reason is that an increase of

the length of the pole faces requires much less additional power than a widening

of the air gap between the poles.

The present facilities yield data for IT- and a-component absorbance and

for zero field absorbance. These have been used to measure ac and dc analytical

sensitivity in dependence of magnetic field strength and ac and dc analytical

curves. The results agree well with predictions derived from the theoretical

model presented in a previous paper [26]. The minor deviations between

calculated and experimental curves can be attributed to small differences

between the theoretical and experimental lamp emission and atomizer absorption

profiles. The results of our experiments•agree very well with these of Myers

and Slavin [30], who used a different magnetic, optical and readout system.

This agreement confirms the validity of the theoretical model to compare the

analytical curves in various ZAAS systems.

The background correction capability of the ac ZAAS system has been

demonstrated. Up to 2 AU, filter simulated background absorbance is shown to be

compensated perfectly. However, at high background absorbance levels the signal
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to noise ratio decreases, because the actual atomic absorbance measurement is

performed at strongly reduced lamp light intensity. One possibility to raise

the S/N ratio is to operate the hollow cathode lamp in the pulsed mode. However,

the improvement is limited by the very short time available to perform the

intensity measurement. A more promising approach to raise the ZAAS signal to

noise ratio is a modification of the sine wave magnetic field to near square

wave so that zero field and maximum field intensity measurements can be

performed over longer periods.

The linearity of the readout system and the level of background

absorbance that can be perfectly corrected, are expected to be increased by

replacing the analog ZAAS readout system by digital signal processing. This is

presently under investigation in our laboratory. Moreover, the ZAAS system will

be tested for a wide variety of samples and the influence of real background

absorbance on ZAAS analytical curves is studied.
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Summary

Recently a new method of background correction in atomic absorption

spectroscopy (MS) has been introduced. The correction system is based on the

Zeeman splitting of spectral lines in a magnetic field. In the introductory

chapter 1 the different methods of background correction are discussed. It is

shown that the principle of Zeeman background correction can be put to

operation in several ways, leading to a variety of Zeeman AAS instruments. The

magnetic field may be constant or ac modulated, directed parallel or

perpendicular to the optical axis and positioned around the primary source of

radiation or around the atomizer. The principle of operation of these Zeeman

AAS systems and the selection of the optimal system are discussed.

A theoretical analysis of the background correction capability.observed in

the various Zeeman AAS instruments is presented in chapter 2. Correction of

background absorption is obtained by taking the log ratio of the zero field or

TT-component intensity and the a-component intensity. When the magnetic field is

applied to the lamp the background absorption must be virtually continuous over

the width of the Zeeman splitting pattern (about 0.01 nm). A magnetic field

applied to the atomizer offers the advantage that correction is possible for

structured background absorption, as long as it is not influenced by the

magnetic fit.d. A proposal is made to simultaneously correct for background

absorption and stray emission intensity through the measurement at an

additional, intermediary field.

In chapter 3 a theoretical analysis is presented of the shape of

analytical curves obtained in different Zeeman systems. From calculated

analytical curves it is clear that optimum results on sensitivity and curvature

are obtained when an ac modulated field is employed, that may be applied to the

lamp or to the atomizer. When the ac field is strong enough (about 10 kG), the

sensitivity and the curvature are equal to normal AAS for all transitions. In a

constant magnetic field sensitivity is lower than in conventional AAS for most

transitions. Optimum sensitivity and linearity for each transition can be

obtained when the strength of the constant field is adjustable and when the

field is applied to the atomizer. However, results equal to normal AAS cannot

be obtained for transitions showing an anomalous Zeeman effect, i.e. for most

transitions used in conventional AAS.

In chapter 4 the analysis of the shape of the analytical curves is

extended towards higher concentrations. When the atomizer is a flame the

influence of stray light or non-linear electronic response causes all Zeeman

AAS analytical curves to go through a maximum at a certain concentration. In the
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case of an electrothermal atomizer the same phenomena produce double peak

behaviour beyond a maximum attainable absorbance. The maximum absorbance is

enhanced by increasing the magnetic field strength and by decreasing the amount

of non-linearity. Again, optimal results are obtained in a strong ac modulated

field.

Finally, chapter 5 presents the construction and performance of a Zeeman

M S instrument utilizing a 50 Hz sine wave modulated magnetic field, operating

at a power consumption of 0.7 kW. The magnetic field can be directed either

parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis. The strength of the field is

adjustable up to 10 kG and the readout system permits both dc and ac measure-

ments. The results of the experiments agree well with the calculations of

chapter 3 and A. This agreement confirms the validity of the theoretical model

to compare the analytical curves in different Zeeman M S systems. The Zeeman

instrument is also shown to correct perfectly for filter simulated and real

background absorbance up to 2 AU.

From the present study it is clear that it is possible to design an

excellent M S instrument based on the Zeeman effect. However, the ac modulated

magnet and the signal handling system can be further improved. The two

presently available commercial Zeeman M S instruments do not operate similar to

the proposed optimal system. The introduction of an improved commercial

instrument depends on the balance between the advantages of Zeeman background

correction and the additional cost of the electromagnetic system. In this

respect it is important to study the performance of the Zeeman M S instrument

for samples that pose problems in the conventional M S .
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Samenvatt ing

Atomaire absorptie spektrometrie (AAS) is een gevoelige en nauwkeurige analyse

methode voor de bepaling van het gehalte van metalen in diverse monsters, o.a.

legeringen, voedingsstoffen, bodemprodukten en gewassen, lucht- en waterveront-

reiniging, zeewater, klinische materialen (bloed, urine, biologische weefsels).

De atomaire absorptie spektrometrie is gebaseerd op de absorptie van reso-

nantie straling door vrije atomen in de grondtoestand, zodat de methode in hoge

mate selektief is. In een vlam of oven worden bij temperaturen tussen 2000 en

3000 K atomen gevormd. Een speciale lichtbron zendt straling uit van de reso-

nantie golflengte van het te bepalen element. De hoeveelheid licht die geabsor-

beerd wordt is een maat voor het aantal atomen in de vlam of oven en is evenre-

dig met de concentratie van het betreffende element in het monster.

Bij AAS metingen gaat dikwijls een gedeelte van de resonantie straling in

de vlam of oven verloren ten gevolge van verstrooiing aan deeltjes of absorptie

door molekulen uit het monster. Deze "achtergrond" absorptie van resonantie

straling is niet te onderscheiden van de absorptie door atomen. Daarom is het

van belang dat een AAS instrument kan korrigeren voor alle absorpties die niet

worden veroorzaakt door de atomen van het te bepalen element. In vrijwel alle

kommercieel verkrijgbare AAS apparatuur is hiertoe een deuterium achtergrond

korrektie systeem aangebracht. Daarmee kan voor geringe achtergrond absorptie

gekorrigeerd worden, mits de achtergrond absorptie kontinu is en de apparatuur

zorgvuldig wordt ingesteld.

Enige jaren geleden werd een nieuwe methode van achtergrond korrektie in

AAS geïntroduceerd, gebaseerd op de Zeeman opsplitsing van spektraallijnen in

een magnetisch veld. In het inleidende hoofdstuk 1 worden de diverse methodes

van achtergrond korrektie in AAS besproken. Het principe van Zeeman achtergrond

korrektie kan op verschillende manieren in praktijk worden gebracht, hetgeen

leidt tot diverse Zeeman AAS instrumenten. Het magnetische veld kan konstant

zijn of ac gemoduleerd waarbij de richting van het veld evenwijdig kan zijn aan

de optische as of er loodrecht op kan staan. Het magnetische veld kan worden

aangebracht om de primaire stralingsbron of om het atoom reservoir, hetgeen een

vlam of een oven kan zijn. Het principe van deze Zeeman AAS systemen en de keu-

ze van het optimale systeem worden besproken.

Een theoretische analyse van de mogelijkheden tot achtergrond korrektie in

de diverse Zeeman AAS instrumenten wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 2. De achter-

grond korrektie wordt verkregen door het bepalen van de logaritme van de ver-

houding van de intensiteiten, gemeten met behulp van de TT-componenten (of bij

magnetische veldsterkte nul) en de a-componenten. Als het magnetisch veld om de
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lamp staat, moet de achtergrond absorptie kontinu zijn binnen de breedte van

het Zeeman opsplitsingspatroon (ca. 0.01 nm). In een magnetisch veld dat om de

vlam of oven is aangebracht kan voor alle achtergrond gekorrigeerd worden, zo-

lang deze niet beïnvloed wordt door de sterkte van het magnetische veld. Tevens

wordt er een methode geïntroduceerd om, via extra metingen bij een tussenlig-

gende veldsterkte, tegelijkertijd te korrigeren voor achtergrond absorptie en

strooilicht.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de vorm van ijklijnen, verkregen in diverse Zeeman AAS

systemen, bestudeerd. Uit berekende ijklijnen volgt duidelijk dat optimale re-

sultaten voor gevoeligheid en kromming worden verkregen als een ac gemoduleerd

magnetisch veld wordt gebruikt. Dit veld kan zowel om de lamp als om de oven of

vlam worden geplaatst. Als het veld sterk genoeg is, ca. 10 kG, zijn de gevoe-

ligheid en de kromming van de ijklijn voor alle elementen gelijk aan die in

normale AAS. In een konstant magnetisch veld is de gevoeligheid voor de meeste

elementen lager dan in konventionele AAS. Per element kan een optimale gevoe-

ligheid en kromming worden bereikt als de veldsterkte instelbaar is en als de

magneet om de oven staat.

In hoofdstuk h wordt de vorm van de ijklijnen bekeken bij concentraties

die veel hoger zijn dan in AAS normaal gebruikelijk is. Onder invloed van

strooilicht en het niet lineaire gedrag van de gebruikte elektronika gaan alle

Zeeman AAS ijklijnen uiteindelijk door een maximum als de atomisatie in een

vlam plaats vindt. Bij oven analyses ontstaan boven een bepaalde, maximaal be-

reikbare, extinktie dubbele pieken. In beide gevallen wordt de maximaal bereik-

bare extinktie verhoogd door het verhogen van de magnetische veldsterkte en

door vermindering van de hoeveelheid strooilicht of het niet lineaire gedrag

van de elektronika. In een sterk ac gemoduleerd veld worden ook in dit opzicht

de beste resultaten bereikt.

Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 5 de konstruktie en werking beschreven van

een Zeeman AAS instrument dat gebruik maakt van een 50 Hz sinusvormig gemodu-

leerd magnetisch veld. De magneet werkt bij een maximaal vermogen van 0.7 kW.

De richting van het veld kan evenwijdig aan of loodrecht op de optische as wor-

den gekozen. De sterkte van het veld is instelbaar tot een maximale veldsterkte

van 10 kG. Het uitleessysteem is zodanig gemaakt dat behalve de meetresultaten

voor het ac veld indirekt ook konstant veld metingen verkregen kunnen worden.

De experimentele resultaten zijn in overeenstemming met de resultaten van de

berekeningen in de hoofdstukken 3 en 4. Deze overeenkomst bevestigt dat het ge-

bruikte model geschikt is om de ijklijnen in de diverse Zeeman AAS systemen

onderling te vergelijken. Verder wordt aangetoond dat het instrument kan korri-

geren voor achtergrond absorptie tot 2 AU. Deze achtergrond werd met een grijs-
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filter gesimuleerd of door een NaCl matrix veroorzaakt.

Uit het beschreven onderzoek blijkt dat het, zowel in theorie als prak-

tisch, mogelijk is een goed werkend AAS instrument te ontwerpen, gebaseerd op

het Zeeman effekt. De ac gemoduleerde magneet en de signaalverwerking kunnen

nog verbeterd worden. De momenteel verkrijgbare Zeeman AAS instrumenten voldoen

niet aan de eisen die aan een goed Zeeman systeem gesteld worden. Voor het ont-

werpen van een kommercieel Zeeman AAS instrument in het noodzakelijk dat de

voordelen van Zeeman achtergrond korrektie zorgvuldig worden afgewogen tegen de

extra kosten die het magnetische systeem met zich meebrengt. In dit opzicht is

het belangrijk uitgebreid te onderzoeken of Zeeman achtergrond korrektie in de

praktijk een oplossing biedt voor de analyse van monsters die problemen veroor-

zaken in konventionele AAS.
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